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Holland City News.
VOL. XV.— NO.

29.

HOLLAND,
Law

Newspapers^

Rogers, Editor and Publisher.

Terms of Subscription
$1.50 jier year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
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21, 1886.

WHOLE

NO. 730.

Capt. Bolhuis nud Jos. Fixter, owners

Subscribers who do not give express notice

settledtheir bill and orderedthe paper dlscontinHaiea of ndvertUing made known on application, UCQ
4. If subscribers move to other places without
chances a^verl*8er* ^ave ,^,e privilege of three
Informingthe publisher,and the papers are sent
to the former direction,they are held responsible.
Dlrec,ory' not ow ,hree
5. The courts have decided that refusing to take
Notices of Blrthe.Marrlacei. and Deaths pub- periodicalsfrom the office, or removing and leaviehed without charge for subscribers. P
ng them uncalled for Is prima facia evidence of
Intentionalfraud.
^*y*All advertlslny bills collectableQuarterly.
6. Any person who receives a newspaper and
makes use of it, whether he has subscribed for it
OMtot.lsheld in law a subscriber.
i The postmasterwho neglects to give the
Iu sums to suit OD productive Real Estaie. egal notice of the neglect ofa peMon to take from
?ffl.cue ,he "^Papers addressed to him, is liable to the publisher for the subscriptionprice.
Insurance. Real Estate and Loan A 'ent

MONEY

SATURDAY, AUGUST

Died at his residence in Zeeland enrly^
nominated: Governor, ex-Cuugrcssman
Friday morning, Mr. T. A. Hulzenga at George L. Yaple; Lieutenant Governor,
Un,„h.eSr.K;Srd'rejM 10
understandingand the schooner has been the age of 86 years and 7 mouths. < He
,.2-. subscribers order the discontinuanceof
S. S. Curry; Secretaryof State, P. B.
their periodicals,the publishers may continue to libeled for debt by the latter gentleman.
was one of the old pionp-gr* nf ||ija fpftjiv
send them until all arrears are paid.
Watebel; Treasurer, W. G. Bard; Auditor
3. If subscribers neglect or refuse to take their
coming here in 1846 /lie was an eye-witHarry
Verbekk.
book-keeper
for
the
General,
J. L. Farrar; Attorney General,
periodicalsfrom the office to which they had been
ness of the battle of W aierloo. He never
(.itHC^dAl^elme h,eld responsible till they had firm of Sproul & McGurrln,of Grand
J. C. Donnelly,of Detroit. The platform
1

\N. H.

in Relation to

MICH.,

LOCAL ITEMS.

^

Sixty

^itsincss ^ircctorif.

In the shade — an

Schooner Wonder, have had

Rapids, Mich., was

visiting

a mis-

missed voting hut once, always
past week. without glasses,and never knew a

his numerous

friends in this city during the

of Elkhart,Ind.,

a first-class barber, has

been employed to

deaths of Seymour, McClellan,Hancock,

Hendricks and Tilden; Indorses the ad-

The camp meeting

still

ministrationof Cleveland, especially as

continues on

assist in the tonsorial parlor o!

Mr. Chas.

the Lake Shore as conducted by the Rev.

Harmon, who

enabled

Mr. Rible and the services for to-day and

will

now be

to

to-morrow

wait on his customers without delay.

will be on

Saturday at

2 p.

discouraging office seeking through political intrigue,says liberal pensions

should

be granted to disabled soldiers,not as a

m.

cbaiity but as a debt; asserts that taxation
Bible reading, Preachingat 7:30 p. m., on
received here Irom Sunday love least at 9. a. m., Preaching for other purposes than revenue is robChicago just before we went to press Fri- at 10 a. m., followed by ibe administering bery; recognizes the right of wage workday staling that seven of the notorious of ibe Sacrament, Children’smeeting at ers to the fostering cate of ihe govern-

A telegram

was

hung aud one to imprisonment for

old maid under

adopted by the Democrats deplores the

sick

day before be died.

Mr. Ben Thorpe,

Anarchists have beeu seuteuced to be
fif-

teen years.

a parasol.

read

2 p. m

,

ment; opposes convict labor and owner-

Bible talk at 8 p. m., Preaching

at 7:30 p.

ra. All

are cordially invited to

ship o: real estate by non-resident corpor*

|

ations. Favors the

be present.
i

free coinage

of Mlver,

aud indorses the applying of the surplus

CcmaluicaIferchut.

1/ People slill continue to flock to MacaE. C. Reid, editor of the Allegan Ga- i in ihe Treasury to the payment of the
don’t our male singersstart a base
jtawa
resorts
in
large
numbers
and
picnics
zette,
is under arrest lor slander in pub- national debt. The Greenback platform
Ct?,mmi80!o,, M«rchant, and bawl elub?
iir«rL-nr°a D Qr“invF,0Urai;d Produce. Hichcst
ijand
excursions
are
of
daily
occurrence.
lishing
iu the Gazette Saturday that Don approves the Jeffersonianidea of a strict
ma.ket price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store,corner Eighth and Fish
*
The Red Flag Store has several Special IThe visitors this year will number nearly C. Hendersou, one of the editors of the construction of the Constitution; Congress

Why

B

streets.

2nJ*i

TAOESBUKG. J.

ui

O. Dealer in Dru^s

^

iWs

and Medi

Local items

aud 0il!- brushes* &c Pht
skians prescriptionscarefullyput up. Eighth St.

Hn4C1tDe?1

thirty thousand.

Notices in this issue. Read them.

week or
enough.

are ncarcethis

the editor has not been alert

The

hotels

and steam Journal and Tribune,was drunk at

are reaping a harvest.

else

On

News

the fifth page of the

The

Mas. Joseph Fixtek and daughters are Mrs. A. E. S. Bangs, formerly of ibis
city and at the
place, from Snn Francisco giving no ac-

an den Bergc s Family Medicines. Riter Street.

spending a few days in our
Parks.

wAsr«r„?»ifP-rD^r^i.-

count of the National

August is

dullestbusiness month in the

W.mTt.V.

I Kl. J ^ef’

Oecera realerr.

\TADrvVnnd«N’r ‘ &

the atmosphere.
a,,,1

N. WIMiam,,

early part of the evening preventedmany
people of the city from going.

--

Chns. Odell will soon

Proprietor

thehile"

T)UtEN IX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor
r°„m ?d °ear the Cil- ItV depot, has
good facilities lor the traveling public, and its

*

£«oX,eT,M<1'

Sweet

&, Co., of Mus-

kegon, will again be at the City Hotel
next Tuesday, August 24.

Vacation days
a close and the

arc rapidly drawing to
small boy will soon leave

the s'reets for the school house.
Liveryaid Sale Stablei.

s,le stable!
a»saf»:t:riei,

imit, Shops,It*.

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Bolt of Grand
Haven have been visitingfriends and relatives in this city the past week.

Miss Mattie Clydersdale and Miss
Louisa Wentsler, of Grand Rapids, were

V »r^,L'fc:‘N’
^ M.. Manufacturesthe best
VAS,
,
^ cent cigar made. Havauna tilled.Smoke

them. For

sale

by all

U..,

Physicianand Surgeon. Res-

kSSSkSI
ABATES,

0

E..

Physician aud

Surgeon. Offlc

is a party or a

Henderson and Reid were partners in the
old Allegan Journal several years

up

week.

dance

at

one of the

hotels.

box of cigars and a few

small

of

government and ihe natural aud healthy

demands of busiuess;and control of the
volume should not be delegated to Indi-

to

1882 when they dissolved, since which

or

time they have been very bitter towards viduals
each other.

Soldiers' and Sailors’Beunlon.

The eighth annual reunion

of the

South,

western Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Association

Kalamazoo

change in ibe atmosphere is astonishing

at

and the Inhabitantswalk around

ticular a

with

corporations;• tariff for

revenue, and oppeses the selfish New
England idea.

this

week was iu every par-

grand success. The number of

-

would be very glad to give more

tbeir winter clothes on ns

if

sojourning

inches In circumference. They were very swinging,and other sociabilities, and in

Infantry regimental band. There were

nice and we return our thanks for them. romping over the romanticgrounds at the

twenty-four of

Park. The company
List of

letters

returned in the

remaining In the post-

“stars

and

them.

The absence of the

stripes” floating

from

their

evening well pleased with the day’s enjoy- ranks was particularlynoticeable.On inoffice at Holland, Mich., August 19, 1886:
ments.
quiry we were iuformed that the Post did
Capt. R. S. Adley, C. W. Blakesley, Miss
The work of improving Twelfth street Tillie Brewer, Frank L. Lake, David
Mr. J. Van ’t Lindenhout, Director not own a flag and were too poor to buy
.9“«
is nearly finished.This street In the
Lyons, John Murphy, Katie Roundy, of an Orphan Institutionat Neerbosch in oue. It seems to us that here is a good
course of a few years will be the finest In
tbe Netherlands, is at present on a visit to opportunityfor someoue In this city who
Geert S. Vieun.
the city.

Watehet a:i Jewilry.

Wm. Verbekk, P. M.

REYMAN. OTTO, Watchmaker.
deaIe.r

aud Eighth

dar

paper for uniform measurementvalues,
for next Monday. and of volume adequate to meet the wants

I

“I;.8"1)!*0"-

1>

this

Burglars effected an entrance into the
store of P. Prins last Tuesday night and

“ uri;8id':nc®on llle ‘••orner of River andl stole a
streets, former.y occupied by the late Dr
articles.

Llmnth

"M

Van Ry

Social gatherings are the order at Macatawa resortsnow. Almost nightly there

Phyilsiaa:.

T. REMERS,

the guests of Maggie

dealers. o“.. *

—

should create money of gold, silver and

up people In attendance was larger than e?er
north
exploring
the
northern
lights. before. “Celeryville” never saw a bigger
news items from the townships surroundcrowd and was in reality unable to take
ing the city if some goed friend, or These sudden changes are very injurious
to the health and many of us poor indi- care of all the people. Every thoroughfriends, will furnish the happenings in
fare of the “pretty village” was lined
viduals are sufferingthe consequences.
their locality.Post us on current events
with people and the number on the
weekly and we will give all due publicity
Three hundred people participated in grounds at “Camp Garfielu” wag variously
thereto.
the picnic of the Sabbath School of Hope estimated at from twenty-five to forty
Last Tuesday the steamer Macatawa Reformed Church at Macatawa Park on thousand.Every hotel and house, pribroke her shaft while making the return last Wednesday. The entire party was vate and public, was filled with guests.
trip from the park at 5 o’clock. The conveyed there by the steamer Macatawa, The members of the Associationaud the
steamer Queen of the Lakes towed her to the break down of the previous evening “old soldiers'’were very much gratified
having been repairedin time to take at the interest shown by the’ people in
the dock. The damage was repaired by a
them. The dinner was of the good old- tbeir gathering.The number of soldier*
force of machinists, headed by A. Huntley,
fashioned table kind and was greatly en- in camp at Camp Garfield on Wednesday
during the night.
joyed by all. The News man desires to was 3,000. We attendedthe Reunion in
On Saturday lust Mr. E. E. Annis pre- return thanks for a kindly Invitation to company with A. C. Van Raalte Post
sented us with some very choice plums of be present and would have accepted but G. A. R. of this city which left on Tuesthe Weaver variety which were grown on for previous arrangementsmade to attend day afternoon at 3 o’clock. The boys
his lots in this city. The largest one of the Soldiers’ Reunion at Kalamazoo.
met at their Post room and marched to
the plums measuied four and one-half The day was spent In boatiug on the Bay, tbe depot headed by the old 25th Michigan

We

appear in a bran new uniform Bosmnn,
the tailor is making it.
Drs. Booth,

'KffiS/lSooTJllS

..ale0,'

We

-«•»-

Niohtwatchman

Hoteli,

pITV HOTEL, Geo.

year.

--

--

S,UNS- Geaer,‘1 Dealers in

c.p..p;Lc;Algor^:re',?:

the

-

-

down

—
It seems there is no regularity or
The lawn party and dance at Macatawa systematicalrulings to this zone this
And it to.
Grove last week Friday evening was a season. One day it will be so dreadfully
A nice shower of ruin last Monday very pleasantaffair and was largely at- hot that one almost imagines himself in
tended. The threateningweather of the
morning invigorated vegetation and cooled
the torrid zone and the next day the

furslture.

C.r|W1>, Coffin,, Picture

Encampment of

G. A. R. held in that place.

generally considered the

trial is set

will be

found a very interestingletter written by
\

the

Soldiers'Reunion nt SaugalucK last week.

Jeweler, and
lu Dmcjr goods. Corner of Market

streets/

1

\KBUYSENiu., dealer iu Watches.Clocks,
streeu fy aDd apecl,,CM*’cor- Ninth aud Ce-

Holland. Mich., at 7 o clock, on Wednesday
«v«n
JliD- =»• Peb- J7, March 17, April 14,
May 12, June 10 July 14. Aug. 11, Sept. 8, Oct. 13,
Dec. 8. bt. John, s days June 24, ami

W

/.n

„

O. Buetsun, Sec

.

L- Boyd, W. M.

t/.

-

Watkins

S.'

The

next week open

will

juvenile ball club

played a matched game

a

sented. All who desire to have a good

of

Holland

last Monday after-

and nominated Prosecuting Attorney G.
W. McBride, of

Produce, Etc.
(WUOLZSAI.E.)

(ConecUd mru Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
Apples, 25c; Beaus. *1.00; Butter, )i cts;

this county, as their can-

7’ 15c: 0Dl0C9’ COc: Po,al0"8 State Fair to be held at Jackson, comRETAIL.
mencin' Monday, September 13.
Apples. 30, 35c; Beans, *1.25; Butter, 15c; Egos
12c; Honey, 18c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, new 60c.
Now it’s after harvest and we would
Grain, Feed, Eto.
like some of that pay which was promised
(WHOLESALE.)
the printer. Does this mean you, dear
(dometed every Friday by IF. H. flench.)
Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, » 100

lbs.. 70c;

Barley reader?,If so, come to the rescue.

$ cwwtl. 10. Clover

seed, tfjm.SO.OO: Corn Jleal
Flour.
Corn Meal, ? 100 lbs., *1.40; Feed,

«

10,)

iOi?Lu2100;«Fce‘1, ^
DllOc; Hay, *8.00,
Middlings, |1 100 lbs., 75c; Oats, 30 cts.; Pearl

$6u?°; Rye’ 40c’L Timothy

Seed, $2.25; Wheat, white, 70c; Red fcultz, 70cj
Lancaster Red, 72c. Corn, ear, 40c.

^

RETAIL.
Buckwheat,GOc; Bran, $ 100 lb?., 75c;

I?0

clovcr 8eed’

811.00; Mlddllnce.ll 100 i9;.

M;

“

The entertainmentto

lie given in the

Opera House next Friday evening for the
benefit of Grace Church will be in charge

~

of eighteen residents of

-

Grand Rapids.

—

-

The Western TheologicalSeminary at
Barley, »
Hope
College will open on Wednesday,
Uorn
Sept. 1, 1886, at 9 a.
810,00, Steffens,Rev.

Date.

m.

Besides Prof.

Henry E. Dosker as Lector,

4'oc:

T,m0^

make

a presenta-

sought and fortunately obtained quarters

arrive in this city to-dny, Saturday, and

spend the Sabbath

in our midst,

at tbe

when our

American Hotel where we stopped

people will have an opportunity to listen

afterwards. The evening was spent at

to his interesting addresses.He

camp

will

In

speech-makingand in recounting

speak on Sunday morning in the Holland reminiscences of their

Christian Reformed Church
Street,

and in the evening

on

at 7:30

day morning was

Ninth

camp

life. Wednes-

devoted to looking

up old comrades and in seeing the sights.

p.m.

In tbe afternoon the “drawing card” of
noon with a club from Hamilton beating
didate for member of Congress from this
the
occasion took place in the way of a
them by a score of 34 to 8 tallies.
cordially invited to attend these meetings.
district. The nomination is a good one
sham battle. The grounds were crowded
The Democratic and Greenback ConWe acknowledge the receiptof a card of and meets wilh the approval of all Reeverywhere.An hour belore the bloodadmission to the Thirty-Eighth annual publicans throughoutthe district.
ventione.
less conflict, men, women nnd children

foftU'1

J.^wt. 1.05c; Corn, shelled. 45;

Is generously disposed to

boys who
settlements, in the itterest of his InstituThe frame for the new wagon manufacWishing to sort up our job priuting tion. The Institution,of which Mr. Van fought so nobly iu defense of tbe national
tory of Takken & De Spelder is up and
department with a goodly number of 't Lindenhoutis Director, is similar in colors. They certainly deserve it. After
the building will be pushed to an early
fouls of new and late styles of type, we character to that of George Muller at a few short hours ride on the Chicago and
completion.
hope from among the myriads of small Bristol,in England, and is also supporled West Mich. R’y and the Lake Shore we
accountsdue the News we shall realize at in a similar manner i. e. by unsolicited arrived in Kalamazoo at seven p. m. The
Ladies will look in the gloss pretty
least something for the purpose. Come
voluntary contributions.Mr. Van ’l Liu- Post marched to the camp grounds and as
nearly all the time, while men scarcely
on now ana give us a par; of what U O denhout has already visitedand delivered the tents had all been assigned before our
ever care much about it, unless there’s
the printer.
addresses in several places in Wisconsin, reachingthere the boys were given a room
something in the glass.
The ladies of Grace Church will give Iowa, and Illinois. The main object of in a building next to the refreshment
A large excursion from Nashville and a novel and interestingevening entertain- his visit to this country at present seems stand of the W. C. T...IL-— As there was
Caledonia this State visited Macatawa ment at the Opera House on Friday, Aug. to be to look out for suitable places for nothing but the bare floor to sleep on,
Resorts last Thursday. Two brass hands
27th. The “Japauese Wedding” and the his orphans when they graduate from his and as they had such good ncighbon to
accompanied, the excursion.
play, "A Loan of a Lover” will be pre- Institution. Mr. Van ’t Lindenhout will look after them, we parted company and

time and help a good cause along will do
Harmony Assembly,No. 8.719. of Holland City, photograph gallery iu the Howard build*
meet in Odd Fellows’ Hall every week. All com- ing on River street. Look out for an- well to be present.
municatiousshould be addressed to
nouncement in our next issue.
Harmony Lock Box,
The Republican CongressionalCon”,-y
Holland, Mich.
vention met in Grand Rapids last Tuesday

CRtt iUarhfts.

country among the different Holland

tion of a flag to the gallant

W.

Knights of Labor.

this

will devote all his

struction.

time to theological in-

As we go to press, Friday afternoon^

in the

Third Reformed Church. All are

filled the

The State Democratic Conventionmet

enclosed field. Every obstacle

which arose above the level of the ground
we learn that a team belonging to Mr. G. in Redmond’s Opera House, the Green- was alive with humanity. The crowd
Heneveld ran away in the neighborhood packers iu Power's Opera House In was so dense that we were unable to get
of B. Van Raalte’a farm aud injured Mr. ^rand Rapids ou last Wednesday. but a poor view of the troops drawn in
battle array, but the noise of cannon and
H. quite severely. His scalp and face are __ |illiam L. Bancroft was chairman of
the crack of muskets was sufficient and
badly cut and fears are entertained by the Jie first, General Innes of the other. our curiosity was satisfied. Of course the
conference committee was appointed U. 8. troops won the battle and the crowd
attending physician, Dr. O. E. Yales, that
rand agreed upon the following div- cheered, and afterwords made a plunge
concussionof the brain may result.
ision of offices, which was ratified by for the exit of the grounds and for veSheriff Woltman was iu the city last the conventions: Greenbackers— Governor hicles to convey them back to the city.
In the (evening a big “camp fire” was
Monday nnd served warrants on the Treasurer, Commissioner, State Land Of- the
feature and speaking was kept up unKulte boys—* ‘Bob” and •‘Case,,-for as- fice, and Superintendent of Public In til cue o’clock Thursday morning. The
sault and battery. The complaint was
struction. Democrats— Lieutenant Gov- main feature of the program for Thursday
made by John Nyland. This is the out- ernor, Secretary of State, Auditor General, was a parade, but the greater number of
the -Post, anti ourselves, did not care to
growth of the "big fight” of last week Attorney General and member of the
stay, and so departed on an early morning
Monday night. They, the Kuite boys, State Board of Education. The conven- train for home, arrivingat 10 o’clock
went to Grand Haven yesterday to attend tions promptly adopted the report of the tired and exhausted with the excitement
of the visit and glad to once more get to
to the matter.
committees and the following ticket was the quiet of our own homes.
j

1

M
-M

•V.

cover of his pistol. Moore was arrested poration with the Wisconsin Secretary of
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
and jailed. An angry mob stormed the State. The intention is to build from this
THE MEXICAN IMBROGLIO.
prison, battered down the doors, took city to Oshkosh. The line is thought to be
An answer has been filed by the soliciMoore out, and, despite his piteous cries for the Illinois Central to obtain connecfor mercy, hanged him to the limb of a tions at Oshkosh with the Milwaukee,Lake tors of Attorney General Garland to the
The Cabinet at Waihington Will Send
tree.
Shore and Western, thus giving each road bill recently filed by J. Harris Rogers
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
a southern and northern outlet.
against Garland, Senator Harris and others
aSpeoial Envoy to
for a settlement of the affairs of tbe PanMexico.
INDUSTRIAL NOTES.
ElectricTelephone Company. The answer
The receiptsof the Governmentsince
denies every material statement of the bill
July 1 have been nearly $4,000,000 in exEmployes of several of the Milwaukee and calls attention to “the scandalous and
Catting Continues to Deny the Juriscess of the receipts during the same period brewery companies are boycotting the em- impertinent matter’* contained tberein,
diction of the Mexican
EAST.
which
Mr.
Garland
declines
to
answer
unof last year. The increase was about $2,- ployers because of a reduction iu wages.
less
directed
by
the
court.
The
Attorney
Court.
000,000 from customs and about $1,800,000
The Knights of Labor have been General recounts at length his connection
The schoonerOrizon capsized in Boston
from internal revenue. These figuresare
harbor and four person were drowned. A said to be indicativeof a good state of beaten in their fight against the Interna- with the Pan-Electric Company.
A Special Envoy to Mexico.
few minutes later the sloop Frolic sunk, business throughout the country. The tional Cigar Makers’ Union, at New York,
Archbishop Walsh declares that the
A Washington dispatchstates that at a
and it is thought six of her crew were Chief of the Bureau of Statisticsreports and the manufacturershave invited their statement that the Pope had disapproved of
Cabinet meeting, on Thursday, “the most
drowned. . Mrs. Sarah J. Robinson was that the total values of the exports old employes to return to work ____ There is
th e attitude of the Irish clergy toward the
important matter discussed was a proposiarrestedat Boston, charged with poisoning of domestic breadstuffs from the United a general depression in the colliery busiNationalistsis founded upon malice.
. .An American order for
tion just received from the Mexican Govher husband, her three children, and sev- States during the month of July, 1880, and ness in Scotland.
Sixty- eight cigar factories in Havana ernment. In brief itis this:
20,000
tons
of
steel
rails
has
been
placed
in
during
the
seven
months
ended
July
31,
eral other people of her family. The in.
“The Mexican Government has all the
soranoo on their lives is said to have been 188(5,08 compared with similar exportsduring Wales. Tbe cost is 72 J shillings a ton.
have been closed by a demand for higher
the actuating motive.
the corresponding period of the preceding The English coal trade is menaced by the wages ..... The Cleveland(England) iron- time claimed that it had done nothing in
proposed development of Belgium's re- masters have decided to reduce the ont-put the premises which was not warrantedand
At a summer resort near Oswego, N. Y., year were as follows: July, 1886, $11,570,- sources.
640; July, 1885, $8,721,811; seven months
of pig-iron 20 per cent ..... The striking in harmony with the spirit of the
a Miss Pelty and her accepted suitor horseended July 31, 1886, $81,432,215; 1885,
cigar makers at New York have all returned law and expressed statutes of the rewhipped a landlord named Bartlett for cir- $85,473,135. A. M. Keiley has been apto work. The strippers,of whom there public. The Mexican authorities contend
culatingslanderous reports. She was fined pointed to represent the United States in
are nearly five hundred, also returned to that, according to the law as it is
Large numbers of Chinamen are con- their shops.
$10 by a justiceof the peace. Four suits the court of the first instance at Cairo to
interpreted by them, that Government has
have grown out of the matter ____ John Mc- succeed George 8. Batchellor of New York, tinuallyentering the United States over the
Poor’s Manual of the Railroads of the the right to hold the prisoner aud mete cut
Carthy, of Boston, swallowed his artificial who has filled the position since 1875 ____ Mexican border. The attention of Secreto him justice accordingto the nature of
United States shows that there were 3,131 his offense against the laws of that counteeth one year ago. He lived, but the pas- Mai. S. W. Clark, whoso removal as Re- tary Bayard will be called to the matter so
sage of the food to the stomach was corder of the General Land Office was rec- that ho may place it before the Mexican miles of railroad constructed in this coun- try. Ihey, therefore, make the proposiseriouslyinterrupted.Lately he was un- ommended by Commissioner Sparks, was
Government.. ..The Canadian Govern- try during the year 1885, the rate of in- tion that if the State Department will send
able to take any food, and a few days ago suspended by the President. . .The acting ment has issued orders forbidding crease being 2.4 per cent, and the total to the City of Mexico an able lawyer as a
Dr. Richardsontook out the man's stom- Secretary of the Treasury has called American vessels from entering the Bay of mileage being 128,967. During the fiscal specialenvoy of this Government to conach, removed the teeth, and then replaced $10,1)00,000in 3 per cent, bonds, interest to Chaleur on pain of instantseizure ..... The year of the roads, which does not coin- fer with the Attorney General of Mexico as
the organ. McCarthy is doing well.
cease Sept. 15.
captain of the Portland schooner James G. cide with the above calendar state- to the proper interpretationof the law unIt is now charged that Mrs. Robinson
No further appointments of Presiden- Craig reports that he was boarded at Li vex* ment, the gross earnings on the in- der which Cutting is held, they believe an
who is under arrest at Boston for the al- tial postmasters will be made until the Pres- pool, Nova Scotia, by the captain of thi vestment equaled nearly 10 per cent.; the amicable solution of the problem can be’
Canadian cruiser Terror, who acted in a net earnings 3.5 per cent. The percentage of arrived at.
leged poisoning of eleven persons for their ident’s return from the Adiroudacks ____
“After two hours’ discussion of this subvery brutal and abusive manner. .. .The dividends on the whole share capital was
life insurance,is responsiblefor the The amount of three per cent, bonds held Canadian government has bought Johu less than iu 1884, being 2.02 compared with ject by the Cabinet, it was unanimously
poisoning of upward of eighty persons at to secure national bank note circulationin- Roach's steam yacht Yosemitefor $59,000. 2.48 for the precedingperiod. The ton- agreed that the proposition from the
the strawberry festival of the Park Avenue cluded in the fourteenth call is $7,85(5,750. It is rumored that she is to be used to drive nage moved was greater than in 1884 by Mexican Governmentbe accepted, and a
Methodist Church, in that city, last June.
.... Postmaster General Vilas left Wash- off American fishermen who may be found about 10 per cent. The Manual says: representativesent to the City of Mexico as
Mrs. Robinson is said to have been one of ington last week for his home in Madison, within the ‘’three-milelimit” of ‘the Cana- “The last year undoubtedlymarks a point soon as possible. This Government is not
the women who dished out the cream that Wis. He will stop at New York, Buffalo, dian coast.
of lower depression in the earningsof our to be bound by the report that the repreevening. Upward of eighty people were and Ashland on the way, and will bo abLogan C. Murray, of New York, was railroadsiu ratio to their cost aud mileage sentativemay make, but upon this report
poisoned and vomited all night, and every- sent about a month ____ There are rumors
than is likely to be witnessed for some there can be established adciitioualfounbody attributedthe cause to the ice-cream in circulation In Washington that Treasurer chosen President of the National Bankers’ years to come, the present year showing a dation for further diplomaticprocedure.
which they ate. The caterer who furnished Jordan intends to resign,through dissatis- Association. The associationadopted reso- considerable improvement on the past.”
Pending this agreement neither Goveruthe cream served several hundred gallons faction with the policy of Assistant Secre- lutionsurging all civil and political bodies
The President left Washington on the meut will take any action.
to make urgent efforts for a suspension of
of the cream to other parties and no com- tary Fairchild.
“It is not improbable that both Govern10th inst., for his summer vacation in the
plaint was made. He has all along conActing Secretary Fairchild said the coinage of silver dollars .... A dispatch Adirondack Mountains.He was accompa- ments will mass troops upon the border for
tended that, if the cream was poisonous,
from Danville. N. Y., announces the death
the purpose of preserving order during the
some one at the festival must have tam- to-day that no policy has been determined of James H. McLean, the millionaire pat- nied by Mrs. Cleveland, Mrs. Folsom, and period employed iu the consultation.
pered with it. It was said at the time that upon by the Treasury Department with re- ent medicine manufacturer, of St. Louis. Colonel aud Mrs. Lament. When the
“The special envoy will not be a person
the sick people had every appearance of gard to future calls for bonds. The call His demise was caused by nenous pros- President appeared on the portico of the who is in any way connected with the
having taken arsenic.
tration and a partial sunstroke received White House to take his carriage he was serviceof the Government.”
for $10,000,000,which will mature Sept. 19,
some years ago.
coufrouted by a small party of tourCutting Again in Court.
was made because it was deemed wise arid
ists from Kentucky. They recognized him
There
is little change in the Cutting af
expedient. Future calls will be determined
[F.l Paso (Tex.) dispatch.]
at once and asked permission to pay their
In a blaze of glory the Cincinnati Rag- by the state of the finances.While it is fair. The Government's demand for the respects. The President was willing and
Cutting was again taken from his prison
pickers’ Union started out last week. A probable that a second call for $19,000,000 surrender of the prisoner is still on tile in shook hands with each of them ns he made ami dragged before Judge Castaneda’s
bonds may be made next mouth, such ac- the office of Mexico’s Secretary of State. his way toward his carriage.Mrs. Cleve- court. He was merely told that the appeal
fund was subscribed, and after a treasurer tion will depend entirely upon the condi- It is said, however, that the United States
land and Mrs. Folsom had already entered taken iu his case by the lawyer who had
had been elected the $28 collectedwas de- tion of the Treasury at the time ..... will stand firm by its demand for the re- the vehicle, and as the coachman cracked been appointedfor him would be tried by
posited in his hands. When the second General Sedgwick, of New York, has been lease of Cutting. The Government denies his whip aud the carriagerolled away the
the Supreme Court of the State of Chihuaregular meeting was held the report of the requested by SecretaryBayard to visit that any foreign power has the right to people on the portico,most of whom were hua iu a few days, and he was asked if he
treasurer was called for. There was no Mexico in search of the facts ‘in the Cutting arrest, try, and imprison an American for ladies, waved their handkerchiefs and
desired to have an attorney to take care of
response; there was no treasurer; there was case. Minister Jackson is expectedto re” crimes committed iu this country ____
shouted a hearty “Good-by."
his interests before that ‘court. Cutting
no money. There is no Rag-pickers’ Union main at his post until the controversy is The week's business failures numberreplied, ns he has always done before, that
The
first
discovery
of
petroleum
iu
in Cincinnati now.
settled.
Gen. Christopher C. Augur, re- ed 132, against 124 the previous week.
he did not recognize tbe jurisdictionof any
France
was
recently
made
at
Ferrnnd,
A DISPATCH from Effingham,111., re- tired U. S. A., was shot four times in front The total number iu the United States this
Chihuahua court, and that he left the case
where a spring sends forth a fine quality of entirely in the hands of the American
ports that “a terrible tragedy, followed by of his residence in Washington,by a negro year to date is 6,389, against7,3(57 last year.
desperado named William Pope. His Bradstrect’a reports note “a continuance oil.... Bands of Nationalists paraded Government.He was thereupon taken
a lynching, occurred near Georgetown, 111.
wounds will not prove serious, although he of the favorable feature in trade circles through the Protestant quarter in Dungan- back to prison. The Chihuahua authoriA party was thrashing grain, when a young may be confined to his house for some time. heretofore noted. Staple dry goods in non, Ireland, shouting for home rule and ties continue to ignore entirelythe diploson of the man feeding the thrasher acciEastern markets are firm and in good de- cursing the Queen. A riot ensued, and matic entanglements resulting from this
dentallyhacked his father's hand with
POLITICAL.
mand. Some cotton brands are j to J cent several persons were injured. The police case.
the knife he was using to cut
per vard higher. Raw wool shows signs of
prevented a desperatefactional fight ...
(iooil-Teinpcml Discussion.
The Texas Democrats,in convention at weakening, after a steady advance during The geographical area affected by cholera,
bundles with. This
enraged
from (he City of Mexico says:
tbe father that
gathered his Galveston, nominated General L. C. Ross two months past. There are no changes iu says a cable dispatch, exhibits the caprison up and threw him into the thrasher,
cious behavior of the mysterious disease. “The discussion of the Cutting case goes
iron or steel. Anthracite coal is 15 to 20
for Governor, and adopted a platform
the boy being literally cut to pieces. The
Thus, it is worse iu Barietta,which is far on m the press aud among lawyers, whom
cents higher, only a portion of which has
father, upon realizingwhat a terrible thing which indorses the administration of the been realized. Fears of serious effects
away to the south, where the coast district it interests because of the important queshe had done, at once took to flight. He President; gives pledges that expenditures from tbe drouth are stiffening corn prices. between Monte Gargnuo aud Brindisi is tion raised, but there is no heat in the diswas soon captured by the machine hands shall be confined within revenue; favors an Tbe actual yield of spring wheat appears more easily affected. Thence it takes a cussion. The better class of people hope
and neighbors and lynched by being hang- amendment to the judiciaryarticles of the to be in excess of the quantity lately anclear leap of three hundred miles that the two countries will settle the matter
ed from the thrasher in which he had State Constitution; favors the best system ticipated."
Ravenna
Bologna, then either by a mutually friendlyadjustmentor
of education for white and colored chilthrown his son."
turns northward, extending, though through equally friendly arbitration.”
An
officer
of
the
United
States
array,
dren separately,but by State, not
less virulent form, throughSpecial crop reporis to the Chicago Time* national aid; favors internal im- sent by General Mackenzie to investigate in
A CRIMINAL SENSATION.
show that corn is certain to be largelyre- provements and tbe developmentof the army of Mexico, reports a standing out Venetin, including the Island of Chioggia, and reaching as far ea t as Verona and
duced in quantity and injured in quality by manufacturing interests; denounces un- force of 40,000 men, divided between four
us far north as Castel Franco, at the foot
the drought. The yield of hay was fair, lawful interference with corporate prop- great military districts. Ten new batteries of the Alps. It is a noteworthy fact that A Man and Woman Charged with Murand it was secured in the best possible con- erty; protests against tbe acquisition of field guns have of late years been im- the places most seriously threatenedlie in
dering Eleven People to Gain
dition. The crop of oats is general- of railway property by foreign companies; ported from France. There is a factory the center or on the edge of marshy plains
ly good. Winter wheat is excellent opposes tbe consolidationof competiug or for small arms near the capital. The offi- formed by the alluvial deposits of rivers or
Insurance Money.
in quality, and will doubtless find parallel lines of railway; favors making cers come from the National Military School the silting of the sea, which always induce
an earlier market than usual.... comprehensivethe mechanics’ lien law; de- at Chapultepee,and the rank and file are more or less malaria at this season of the
[Boston telegram.]
The Michigan State crop report estimates nounces the convict labor system; declares the lowest of the peons. The food supply year.
the yield of wheat at fourteen and a frac- that tbe members of the party may have is the simplest in the world.
Ihe
arrest of Mrs. Sarah Jano Robinson
The bank clearings in all the leading
tion bushels per acre, and of excellent what views they choose on local option
on a charge of poisoning her sou William
without
forfeiting
their right to be known
cities
continue to show largo gains over last
FOREIGN.quality. The total yield is considerably
with arsenic has created great excitement
year ____ The New York Produce Exchange
pver that of last year. Corn promises from as Democrats,and, lastly, declares it to be
iu
West Somerville. It is now claimed
the duty of the Government to protect the
The
Orangemen
of
Londonderry,
while
gives the following figures as representing
7fi to N2 per cent, of an average crop.
Heavy storms are reported from the North- humblest American citizen against the un- promenading on the site of the town wall, the visible supply of grain: Wheat, 38,4(56,- that the woman has been engaged iu the
poisoning business for years, and that her
west. Lightning played havoc in a number lawful acts of any or all nations ____ Robert were vigorously stoned by a mob. Rev. 994 bushels, increase, 1,714,120; corn,
husband, her three children, aud seven
L. T aylor, who has been nominated by the
9,963,571 bushels, increase,1,268,225;oats,
of places ..... The figures of the school cenother people have fallen victims to her
Democrats for Governor of Tennessee, is a Thomas Alphert, canon of the Episcopal 2,541,981 bushels, increase,520,750.
sus recentlytaken in Chicago show a popucathedral,was wounded ____ Louise Michel,
cold-blooded scheming.
brother
of
the
Republican
candidate.
lation of
1
the Paris agitator, has been fined 100 francs
Mrs. Robinson is a comely widow of 48.
About
1,200 delegates and visitors were
SEVEN hundred families,representing
and sentencedto four months’ imprisonTHE MARKETa
A frequent visitor at her house since her
in attendanceat Chicago upon the annual ment for inciting to murder, at Decazeville,
3,500 persons,are said to have been left
husband’s sudden death four years ago has
session of the Grand Temple and Taber- during tbe minors’ riots last May ____ A
NEW YORK.
been Thomas R. Smith, a married man, 50
homeless by the forest fires in Wisconsin.
nacle of tbe Knights of Tabor, an organi- bill providing for local self-government Bkbtzs ..........................$4.21 © 5.50
years old. When Mrs. Robinson’s husband
The damage to lumber and standing pine zation of a benevolentorder among the throughoutGreat Britain and Ireland is Hoaa...... .......................4.76 @5.145
died it was supposed ho was killed by
is estimatedat several million dollars. colored peonle. The committee on the said to bo in preparationby Lord Ran- Wheat— No. 1 White ............. 91 @ .92
drinking ice -water while overheated. Soon
No. 3 Rod ............... 8G & .87
Hundreds of cattle and horses perished conditionof the country made a detailed dolph Churchill ____ Turkey, it is rumored, Conx-No. ....................... 5114$ .52 4
afterwardher 10-year-olddaughter died
for want of water. Summarized, the report, showing the status of the negro in has obtained a loan of $5,000,000 in Lon- Oath— White ...................... 37 @ .44
suddenly. Then her sister died suddenly,
loss to actual settlers is about as the several States where the order exists, don, the money to be spent for army pur- Pork— Old Mess .................10.50 idlLOO
aud her sister's husband, James Freeman,
CHICAGO.
follows, according to people who have vis- as regards his material prosperityand in- poses ____ United Ireland calls Premier
BEEVEB-Choicoto Prime Hteora 5.00 & 5.25
aud his two small children took up their
ited the regions devastated:At Spencer, tellectual educationalimprovement. Fa- Salisbury'sdeclaration at tbe Lord Mayor’s
Good Shipping ......... 4.25 4.75
residence with the widow. In a short timo
$250,000; Depere, $00,000; near Colby, vorable reports were made on all States banquet a proclamation of war ____ Russia
Common ............... 3.25 fc? 3.75
an infant child of Mr. Freeman died.
Unity, Miladore, and elsewhere, along the except Alabama and Texas. In these States is reported to have agents iu every Bulga- Hooa— Shipping Grades ......... 4.50 <$ 5.25
Mr. Freeman was next suddenly taken
Wisconsin Central, $250,(500; in the vicini- the committeetook gloomy view of the out- rian town, stirring up the people against Floob— Extra Spring ............ 4.25 4.73
Wheat— No. 2 Red ...............
.784 ill and died. Four months ago Mrs. Robty of Green Bay, and along the Door look for the negro...
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 42 ig, 42
Prince Alexander.
inson’s eldest daughter, Elizabeth, 24 years
County Peninsula, $400,000; Calumet,
Oath-No. ....................... 27 c<9 .’274
old, was taken ill, aud, like the other relaIn
1875 there was inserted in the
A
dispatch
from
Leigh, Lancashire, Rotter— Choice Creamery ....... 18 & .20
Chippewa, and other counties, $200,000.
tives, died soon afterward.This death was
Fine
Dairy
.............
.14
England,
states
that
a
tenible
explosion
This, of course, is exclusive of damage to Nebraska State Constitution a provision
Cheese— Full Cream, Cheddar.. .07 v;® .08
followed a mouth ago by the death of the
lumber interests, which will amount to that at the general election immediately occurredin the Woodend colliery at that
Full Cream, new .......
.084 other Freeman child, who was 7 years old.
millions of dollars.
precedingthe expirationof the term of a place. One hundred and forty miners were Eoaa— Fresh ...................... 10 <<?| .11
These last two deaths provoked suspiPotatoes-Now,per brl ......... 1.50 $2.00
united States Senator from that State the below at the time, forty of whom per- Pork— Mess ......................9.25 it 9.75
cion, for in neither case could the doctor
cablegram ‘ from Belfast
electors should express by ballot their ished ____
MILWAUKEE.
determine the nature of the illness. The
preference for some person for the office. states that a body of Orangemen seized Wheat— Cash .................... 75 @ .70
suspicionwas strengthenedwhen, a few
Ex-Governor John W. Stephenson,
Corn— No. ....................... 42 (<$ .43
a
Catholic
on
his
way
home
from
work
N'o action has been taken on this provigion
days ago, Mrs. Robinson’s son William was
Oath-No.
.......................
27
&
.274
of Kentucky,died at Covington, aged 74 up to the present time, but Senator Van and gave him a coat of tar and feathers ____ Rtk-No. ........................
61
taken sick with similar symptoms. Dr.
years. The deceased had been a Congress- wyck, who is candidatefor re-election, Christine Nilsson was married at Paris to Pork-Mobs ..................... 9.50 idlO.OO
White soenred part of the contents of the
TOLEDO.
has determinedto appeal to the people for Count de Casa Miranda,of Spain. The
young man’s stomach and had them anman and United States Senator.
W
heat—
No.
.....................
80
@
.81
expressionof preference, and has ceremony was as private as possible.The Corn-No. .............
44 ^ .444 alyzed at Harvard College. Large quantities
The heavy rains iu Maryland have their
couple startedat once for Spain to spend
issued a manifesto to that effect.
Oath— No. ......................
28 vt .29
of arsenic were fonnd. Dr. White informed
the
honeymoon.
...Sir
Michael
Hicksproved destructive to the tobacco crops.
DETROIT.
the police at once, and Mrs. Robinson was
Beach, Chief Secretary for Ireland, is con- Beef Cattle .................... 4.50 ©5.23
THE RAILWAYS.
An extensive tobacco planter in Calvert
arrested.
.............................3.50 © 4.50
fident the British Government can mainHhkeP ............................3,50 ©4 50
County says there will be but half a crop
Mr. Smith was just entering the house,
It has been officiallyascertained that the tain order in Ireland without having re- Wheat— No, 1 White .............
,73
and he, too, was arrested. Then the widow
in that and other counties of Maryland.
course to special legislation.
Corn—
No.
.....................
44
46
fainted, straightening out as rigid as if
An engineer was killed,and a fireman number of passenger trains arriving at and
...............
32 © '33
Rioting brokfc out again in Belfast, Oats— No. 2 WhiteBT.
dead. Smith, who is a Methodist Sunfatally injured, at Lexington,Ky., by the departingfrom Chicago daily is 597 ____
LOUIS.
73 © .79
day-school superintendent, asked the ofexploeionof a locomotive boiler in the There is reason to believe that the North- Ireland, on Sunday morning, and raged Wheat— No. ...................
Corn— Mixed ..................... 40 © .41
ficers if he might pray for the mother and
Louisville and Nashville yards.
western Road is backing the Oregon from midnight to 4 o’clocka. m. Expert Oats—
Mixed .....................
27 © .27*4
The Rev. F. M. Bandy, of Grayville, Pacific, with wbich it intends to connect at marksmen conducted a rifle-fightfrom roof- Pork— New Mess ...............! 10.25 ©10.75 boy who were so near the point of death,
Boise City, Idaho.
and kneeling dbwn made a reverent campCINCINNATI.
tops, chimney-stacks,and street corners.
Tenn., quarreled with a farmer named John
Wheat— No. 2 Red ...............76 © .77
meeting prayer. Then the couple were
The
Chicago, Burlingtonand Northern Immense crowds of partisans, who care- Corn— No. ...................... 12 © .43
Davis, tbe cause being the attention paid
taken to the station.
fully kept out of range, were prepared to Oats— No. ....................... 28 ©
29
The woman trembled in every limb and
by Davis’ son to the preacher’s daughter. Railroad has abandoned the proposed lino assist by supplying ammunition and re- Pork-Mass ......................10.00 ©KUO
from
Dobuqne.
Iowa,
to
Bismarck,
D.
T.
showed great mental distress. She is of
Young Bandy took a hand in the dispute,
moving tbe wounded. The sides were Live Boas ........................4.50 © 5 00
BUFFALO,
ladylike appearance and her face is refined
and was killed by the farmer. The min- Fear of a lack of business was the reason equally divided. The moon shone brightly
Wheat— No. 1 Hard ..............86 © ,87
and intelligent.
ister closed with Davis, and he, too, was assigned for giving up the enterprise.
throughout the contest. Three persons were Corn-No. 2 Yellow ............... 48 © .49
The motive for Mrs. Robinson’s alleged
slain. The combined efforts of tbe Bandys
Missouri Pacific earnings have in- killed and many wounded. Many houses Cattle .........................
4 25 © 4.75
INDIANAPOLIS.
crime is supposedto be a desire to obtain
proved too much for the farmer, who lies creased sufficiently sines the great strike to were riddled with bhllets. The military
Beef Cattle. ................... 8.50 © 00
insurance money on the lives of the vicat the point of death.
charged and dispersed the mob. An Or- Hoos .......
.................
4.25 ©5.00
wipe out the loss of $1,500,000 incurred at
tims. All were insured for $3,600 each.
ange
procession,
while
passing
through
the
Sheep
.......................
2.23
©
3.75
MissMahie Little, from Savannah,
that time
A new depot for the Lake streets of Widues, Lancashire, England, Wheat-No. 2 Bed ........... . .76-© .77
Jast before he died, her boy William said:
arrived at Macon, Ga., and asked ex- Shore Road at Toledo is now being
Corn— No. 2 ............
.40 © .41
“My mother and Mr. Smith poisonedme,
Policeman Jim Moore for directions. He built. The depot, with its dining was jeered at by the spectators.The Oats— No. 2 .....................27 © .274 oha I knew it at the time; but I thought I
EAST
78
piocured a hack for her. and, getting in hall, express office, train sheds, etc., will Orangemen thereupon broke ranks and atcould be cured. Since I have been sick I
CATTLK-Best .................... 5.00 ©5.25
himself, put his pistol to her head and cost $200, 000....Madison (Wis.) dis- tacked the crowd. One of the spectators
have taken neither food nor medicinefrom
.................... 4.25 ©4.75
was
stabbed
and
mortally
wounded,
and
compelledher submission. He tobk her to patch: The Madison and Oshkosh RailCommon. ............... 3.50 © 4.00
anybody else. All I have had they gave
two
policemen
and
a number •** other per- Boob .................
4.75
©5.25
an assignation bouse, keeping her under road Company have tiled articles of iucorme.”
sons were injured.
Sheep ................
.? .......... 3.50 © 150
I
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LIBERTY,

.

SPIES, SCHWAB, AND PARSONS,

LEGAL ORATORY.

lawyers’ Argnments and Pleas
A Trio of the Chicago Anarchists on
the Case of the Chicago
the Witness Stand in Their
Anarchists.

Own

Behalf.
Able Speeches of Messrs. Ingham and

Resame of Their Testimony—A
Damning Letter from Most
to Spies.

Foster for the Proseontionand

the

Defense.

A GREAT DAY FOR ERIN.
Two Immenie

Demonstrations at Chi-

cago Addressed by Representative Celts.

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

Guarded
uiiarut-uMillioualre*.
miuuiuurc*.

The private

service for the protection

—Over 600 men are at work in the shops
of the Vanderbilts,Aston, and Gould
and
factories of Three Rivers.
was organized three years ago, and is
entirely separate for each family,
—Charles Gilquist was killed by falling
though the men who defend the Van- down a mining shaft at Ishpeming.
derbilts and AstorS are provided by the
—A Mendcn man owns n rifle which was
same establishmentand practically

made for and presentedto Davy Ciockett
Davitt Preaches Patient Endurance work together. Regular patrol duty is
done night and day, and twenty detect- in 1B34.
and Finerty Armed Reives are exclusively employed for the
—The Charlevoix County Board of
sistance. _

purpose. There are four Astor residenSupervisors passed a resolutionmoving the
ces and five belonging to tho Vander[CHICAGOCORRESPONDENCE.!
county
offices to Bay Suriugs.
[Chicago telegram.]
Tho celebrated anarchists’ trial continues to
bilts, all in or close to Fifty-second
The counsel for the defense in the anarchists' Iraw its slow length along. Tho taking of testiThere tvere two immense Irish demon- streets. The sines are on duty eight
—William Harrignn, arrested for tho
trial rested their case Wednesday morning, nony was closed nearly a week ago, the floodsomewhat unexpectedly,and the State spent u gates of legal oratory were immediately opened, strationsin Chicago on Saturday, the 14th hours each per day, and the beats are murder of the Knoch family at Detroit,
short time in rebuttal. Schwab, Spies, and Parind over since have continuedto pour forth in a
inet. One at Ogden’s Grove, in the north- so arranged that the nine houses cannot has been released, the convicts on whose
sons, three of the parties on trial, were placed leaseloBB stream into the ears of tho patient
in the witness cnair and allowed to tell their ‘twelve men, good and true." Mr. Frank Walker, western section of the city, presided ovei
v„nT" i te8timi>“5'^ "•,‘5 wrest*<l failing lo MonUfy
stories. All three of them, so far as they were Assistant State's Attorney, made the opening
of the guardsmen. Wm. w
H.0 Vander
permitted by their counsel, acknowledged their ipeech for tho prosecution.Ho had abundant by ex- Congressman John F. Finerty, was
him.
open advocacy of the use of dynamite to material to build his argumentupon, and he addressed by Michael Davitt, Patrick Egan, hilt was the originatorof this system,
— R. II. Frost, ex-City Treasurer of
overturnthe existingorder of society.Spies made good use of it. Having mode a compreand he was incited to it by the large
and Parsons acknowledged this in so many hensive statementns to tho law in tho case, and and Alexander Sullivan. Another, at the number of cranky letters he received. Jackson, was arrested on the charge of
words, and Schwab assented to it so far as he having quoted freely to sustain the claim that
Driving Park, in the western edge of the He professed to have no fear of rahad liberty to do so. But Spies did much when a number of persons agree to commit murstealing $‘2,5110 from the City Treasurer’s
more.
proved the fundamental der, or advise others to do so, the time and place city, was addressed by John Devoy, of New tional evildoers, but was apprehensive
office. He denied the charge, and asked
fact of the conspiracy.
even not being definitelydeterminedon, tho advisers
acknowledgedthat he knew the meaning or conspirators are guilty of the offense when York, and Fathers Toomey and Fanning. that maniacs might attack him or some for a speedy trial.
of the “Rube" signal, and gave a very gauzy committedequally with tho principal,Mr. At the latter meeting resolutions were member of his family. Since his death
explanation of how it came to be written by Walker proceeded to show from the writings
—Twelve old ladiei had a quiltingparty
tho mails have been laden with all sorts
him and inserted in the ArbeiUr-ZeUmg.The and speeches of tho principal defendants adopted alleging that serious evils exist in
sum of his testimonywas virtually a statement that they had organizeda conspiracyof mur- the management of the Irish cause, urging of appeals, demands, and threats di- in Parma last week at the home of R. H.
to this effect: “All that the State claims is der in this city, and that they counseled and
the necessity of selectingleaders who have rected to his sons.
Dunbar. Their aggregate age was 912
true, except I don't know anything personally preached the overthrow of tho existing social
the respect of all classes of citizens, and
Jay Gould's self-protectionis most years. Tho oldest was 86 and the youngest
of that particularbomb thrown at the Hay- system by force. Ho pointed out with great
market Fischer knows more about it than I effect that tho defense had made no effort to pledging earnest support to Mr. Parnell. secret and characteristic.Ho does not
do. I am a dynamiter,an anarchist, a revolu- disprove this charge of general conspiracy as Both gatherings were attended by repre- intrust it to a detective agency, but 69, an average of 76 years.
tionist, a friend and disciple of Johann laid down in tho opening speech of the State's
sentative Celts in large numbers.
—A. T. Lamphere, of Coldwater, found
hires his own bodyguard. For years he
Most; I want to kill the law and over- Attorney.On the contrary, Mr. Salomon’s
throw your so-called civilization, and I opening speech for tho defense was a virtual
has always been accompanied by a stal- in his office doorway a suspicious-looking
lea of guilty on this general charge. Coming Excerpts from Michael Davltt's Speech,
urged others to do so ; but I did not throw
wart young fellow. But that is a safe- box, bearing bis address. He set it on fire
from tho gi
general to tho specific charge, Mr.
that bomb." Most's instructions for anarchists
I would rather by patient endurance, by suf
on the witness-standwere faithfully followed Walker held that there was" abundanceof un- fering insult,by putting up with calumny and guard against Wall street enemies. iu his dooryard, and it proved to be au inby this trio of confessed dynamiters.First, contradictodtestimony, somo of which was misreproBentatiou, plod on through all my life Cranks who might cut up capers in or
fernal machine of considerable force.
says Most, try to prove an alibi ; second, use supplied by tho defendants’ witnesses, to prove working for Irish national self-government
than
your position for the declaration and dissemin- an organized conspiracy for tho murder of the to gratify tho natural promptings of tho Irish around his home are under the view of
—An investigationmale by the revenue
ation of our principles.These two rules were police tho night of the 4th of May. heart to have revenge for what Ireland has suf- spies whose quarters are in a room of
obeyed as far as was consistentwith the pres- The evidence of tho State was not only fered in tho past. Applause. | Tho fight foi
cotter
Johnson of the report that the Isle
ent’ attitude of the defending counsel. All not contradictedby the defense, but was, Irish national self-governmentlooks perhaps the Windsor Hotel across the way. This
in
fact,
corroborated
by
some
of
the
Royal fishermen had robbed the bodies of
throe tried to make speeches, and Parsons sucdifferentin Ireland from what it does in Chicago. is additional to patrol duty done by a
ceeded so well that in one instajioe,while wltnseses examined in behalf of tho prisoners* [Hear! hear!) It is very easy to establishan separate set of men. The employes of
the victims of the Algoma disaster and sunk
himself. Spies'
giving an alleged recital of what he had and by tho arch-conspirator
Irish republic 3,000 miles away from Ireland by
said at the Haymarket,he spoke for thirty- explanationof tho publication of tho warning patrioticspeeches[applause and laughter] ; but tho millionairefamilies, whose names the corpses iu dee]) water proves the report
five minutes without a break. Schwab, Spies, of “Rube" Mr. Walker showed to be of tho I assure you it is not at all au easy task on the are poor people’s synonymes for wealth,
to be utterly unfounded.
and Parsons are all declaredatheists and ene- flimsiest character. The attempt of Spies to hillsides and the plains of dear old Ireland.
are kept informed as to every new demmies of religion,and declined to take tho oath. shift tho blame on Fischer aim Rau was de- [Applause. I
sixteen-year-old mother has petinounced as traitorous and cowardly.
They simply affirmed.
The defeat of Mr. Gladstone's homo-rule onstration by a crank, and they are
Parsons, Fielden, and Lingg were not forSchwab, when ho took tho stand, amid some
scheme is believed by many ardent Nationalists alert to descay and drive off the mono- tioned the Probate Court of Saginaw to allaughter, gave his residenceas No. 107 County gotten, Tho appeals of Parsons to the work- in America to be not an unmixod evil. I must
Jail. His occupations are co-editor of tho ingn'in to arm themselves,and Holden's ex- say that the same opinion largely obtains in Ire- maniacs who attempt any exploits. low another family to adopt her child, now
Arbeiter-Zeituiigand brother-in-law to Rudolph clamation that “tho skirmishlines have met,
land. Tho scheme proposed by Mr. Gladstone During the Western strikes Jay Gould two years and three months old. Her husSchnaubolt. Ho did not see Spies on the night and his exhortation to stab the law, to throttle recognized the principle of national self-governof the 4th, neither was ho in the neighborhood tho law, to kill it, were skillfullyutilized in ment for which tho Irish race has so long con- lias made the trips lietweenhis home band deserted her two years ago, and she
of Crane's alley at that time. His direct ex- support of Mr. Walker's position. In conclusion tended. A Parliament in Dublin to manage and office in a cab, instead of elevated
finds herself unable to support tho child.
amination took up only fifteenminutes of tho Mr. Walker said:
Irish affairsappeals strongly to me as an Irish cars as formerly,and it is observed that
“Tho most cruel thing in this whole case is the
court's time. Mr. Grinnoll,in his crossNationalist to accept such a measure, and hope
—St. Paul’s CatholicChurch at Ncgnuexamination,led the witness step by step to tho violent and unjustifiable attack made on tho lor timeto remedy the other drawbacks of such a ring at his bell brings a sauntering
Doering meeting. The witness wanted to make police by tho defense. They attempted to prove a measure; and, consequently,when appealed watchman to the foot of the steps about
nee, almost large enough for a cathedral,
a speech when Mr. Grinnoll asked him if ho was that Capt Boufl eld and his officers were guilty to by Mr. Parnell for my opinion,I agreed with
of a most horrible design upon tho lives of inas quickly as it does the servant to the and exceeded in size by no church in the
an anarchist, but was promptly choked off.
him that wo would not bo acting in the interSpies, when put ui>on the stand, admitted nocent men. I should have thought that the ests of the Irish people if we did not advise them top. One of the defenses in Gould’s
Fpper Peninsula except tho cathedral at
that ho authorizedtho printingof the signal- blood of those seven dead would have cried out to accept and give a fair trial to Mr. Gladcase is against those who would write Marquette, is being decorated and reword "Ruhe,"and confessed it was in his own against the accusation. The men who stood on stone’s scheme of homo rule. [Applause.
handwriting. Ho pretendedthat he did not un- that fatal night as firm as a rock, who never
The situation in Ireland to-day is such as may antagonisticsentiments with chalk on
paired, having fallen into almost a ruined
derstand its significance; yet it was printed in trembled,and who exhibitedns much sublime largely draw upon tho patience and forbearhis sidewalk and steps. Men and boys
courage
as
tho
pages
of
history
ever
showed,
are
full-faced typo at the top of the editorialancondition.
ance which I ask of my countrymen in America
nouncement column. In the manuscript it was traduced by socialists and anarchists.It is for the loaders and the people at homo. Glad- are frequently caught at it and comoven
charged
that
they
fired
first
Did
they
7
underlinedand followed by exclamationpoints.
—Thomas Edison, the father of tho inspecimen of that
stone's defeat gives jiowei in Ireland for n time pelled to desist.
Ask Barrett and fihehan and Mueller and HanIt had come to him in the regular form of anto the landlord garrison of that country and its
ventor, lives at Huroiiia Beach, and is a renouncement, ho said, and with the request that sen. Ask all those wounded heroes. Gentle- English supporters, tho Tory party. Many men class of revolutionistsseemed to he a
it should bo printed prominently. He learned men, it is for you to decide. You stand now fot
in America may believe that this means tho poet, and a wild one, judgingbythedemarkably well-preservedman of eightyits full meaning from Fischer and Rau after tho first time between anarchy and law. The defeat of our policy and the overthrow of our
scription of him. His chalk was bright two \ ears. The Detroit Free Press says
foundation stone of the Republic has been at
tho paper hail gone to press. They agreed in
movement. Well, such emphaticallyis not the
stating that it was a notice to tho armed sec- tacked, and it is for you to say whether that belief of the leaders at home or of the Irish red, and he rapidly wrote :
that he has six children,three by his first
tions to arm themselves and to resist tho Republic shall stand. The police did their duty people. We do not think that tho movement
The rich may shirk,
attacks of the police, though there was no in- at tho Haymarket. They shod their blood foi started by the Land League is at all impaired
and three by his present wife, and that the
The poor must work.
dicationthat the police were going to attack tho law, and in their martyrdomanarchy was by tho recent defeat in the House of Commons.
youngest
child is hut four years old.
buried
forever."
Before
he
was
collared;
and
then,
as
thorn. Spies’ effort to shift the blame on
So long as wo have ccol heads and
Mr. Walker spoke for a day and a half, and
Fischer and Rau seemed cowardly. Ho also
resolute hands to carry on the strug- though determined that at least the
—Negotiationsare now pending for the
tried to unload a part of tho resiKjnsibilltyfor was followed by Mr. Zeisler for tho defense, gle it matters very little about
the violent articles in the Arbeiter-Zeitung on who consumed about an equal amount of time. one or more knock-downblows. Wo terminal rymes of his verse should be
sale of the entire tract of laud held by Fayhis fellow-prisoner, Schwab, and on the pub- He contended that the Haymarketmeeting was have become so accustomed to reverses in Ire- emblazoned, he added at what would
a peaceable assemblage with which the nolice
ette Brown, trustee, and comprising Bay
lishers of tho paper. His explanationof his
land, our movement has so often arisen from have been the end of tho third line,
conduct at tho meeting near McCormick’s fac- had no legal right to interfere,and denlftnced defeat to smite its very overthrowers, that wo
Furnace and Munisiug Iron Company lands
tho
police
as
a
sot
of
cowardly
knaves
and
liars.
“labor,” and right underneath “neightory was at variance with his own account
are not discouragedor dismayedat having to
thereof written the same eveningand published Ho then pleaded for the more “energetic utter- begin again this winter the fight that has been bor." The rest remains unknown.— in Alger County, embracing about sixtyin tho Arbeiter-Zeitung tho followingday. He ances" of Spies, Parsons, and Fioldeu. thattheii going on without cessation during the hist seven
four thousand acres, and including some of
Boston Globe.
hearers wore often of that class of laboring men
said ho exaggeratedthe casualties on the occayears. The overthrowof the GladstoneGovemsion on the basis of a report publishedin an who were ignorant because the amount of time mentwill change tho sceneofaction from Westthe finest hardwood timber laud* in the'
Happiness Without Wealth.
evening paper of the previous day. He failed required to earn broad for themselves andtheii minster to Ireland. In tho BritishParliament
peninsula.
to state that the morning papers containing the families loft them none in which to gain Parnell has had the balance of pmver during
William H. Vanderbilt had the costtrue statement of the facts appeared on tho knowledge. In order to have tho desired the last few years. Therefore tho struggle for
—A petitionsigned by forty. three Jackeffect upon such an audience ordinary lanstreets ten hours before his own paper went to
Irish autonomy was mainly carriedon there. liest home and the largest income in
press. Ho took credit to himsoll for rebuking guage would not suffice, and it was necessarytc Now the scene of action and strife is removed to America. The day he died the only son officialsan 1 guards has been sent to
the persons who hod a circular printedinviting use emphatic figures of speech. Mr. Zeislet Ireland, where, notwithstandingthe power of
the Board of Inspectors,asking a lay-off
the workingmen to come to the Haymarket contended that the best testimonyfor tho State England, Irish national sentiment reigns su- thing he could think of that would give
meeting “armed and in full force," though he had been purchased, tlV. the witnessescom- preme in an impregnableposition.[Applause. | him any pleasure was a buggy rule. of twelve days each per year, without deadmitted having written tho "Revenge"circular, mitted rauk perjury, auQ were not to bo beWe believe that we can fight out the destiny Any young fellow in Keokuk gets that duction from salaries. The average daily
which was much more violent in its language lieved.
of ourcountryeven without the aid of the sword.
Mr. Ingham, for tho prosecution, followed Mr.
than the poster callingthe meeting. His ex[Applauseand “Hear, heart”] In Ireland borrow- any Sunday afternoon,and a good deal servicesof each officialfor 365 days in the
planations as to the presence of dynamite Zeisler,His speech was a masterpieceof ora- ing weapons from the constitutional armory of
more pleasure than Vanderbilt knew year is now eleven and five-sixths hours.
bombs in his editorial desk, and dynamite tory. Point by point ho set forth tho damaging England and turning those weapons against
packages on his shelves, and his apology for his evidence against tho prisoners, raising up the herself in Ireland has made Irish national for $1.50 and a buggy from a livery sta—A. K. Cutting, the American who just
interviewsconcerning street-fighting and the facts and acts of criminalityout of the fog ol sentiment supremo within her bordersand our ble. Many people say they would like
sophistry in which Mr. Zeisler had strivento
use of explosives were flimsy and unworthy of
cause to be respected throughout the civilized to have wealth to he able to have ele- now is causing considerable unpleasantness
envelop
them,
and
exhibiting
them
in
their
credence. Ho tried to make tho explanationof
black and rugged nakedness outlined against world. [Applause.] Mr. Sullivan has spoken gant pictures in the
his Havmarketspeech the occasion of a harWell, on ihe Mexican border, was once a resident
some truths, which, I trust, will attract attenangue to the jury on the woes of the working- tho light of truth, and reason, and order, and tion in England. It was not Mr. Parnell,
plenty of men have had private picture of Clinton. He is said to have lived there
civilization,and common sense as the peaks ol
men, but he was not successful.
it was not his followers,who called the
In the cross-examination
of Spies by State's a mighty mountain are outlined against a.cleui dynamiters into England.All this was done by galleries and most of them have in late twenty years ago, doing printing work. His
Attorney Grinnell. something of a sensation sky. Dwelling first on tho evidenceas a whole, England, and if men hero in America choose to times given them to the public. When
brother, W. D. Cutting, who still lives at
was created when a letter from Herr Jofiann he showed that each proven fact was not as n fight for revenge, choose to resort to retaliation
Most to the witness was produced. Spies, in link in a chain of guilt, but us the strand for tho wrongs inflicted upon them and their the individual had them, he soon Clinton, is Presidentof the Btale Beeof
a
cable
which
spanned
tho
whole
tide
oi
his direct examination,had pleadedtotal ignorcountry, we cannot be to blame. It is England wearied of them. We would far rather
ance of evervthing concerning dynamite or criminality. The defendantshad sought that is to blame. [Applauseand “Hear ! hear !”] he able to go to Corcoran’s gallery Keepers’ Association.
tho
dostruotion
of
tho
law,
but
that
law
bombs, and when this letter was read he was
I must say, however, that we in Ireland believe
placed in an exceedingly awkward position, was strong enough to secure tho punishment we can work out the destiny of our country, we three or four times a year and see the
—Pat O’Neil, a Detroit detective, recently
and showed it by his looks. Following is the of those who sought to throttle it Mr. Ingham can vindicate Irish national sentiment,we can pictures than to own them. In fine
then proceededwith an analysis of tho general
secured $2,000 which had been stolen from
letter :
realize Irish patriotic aspirations, without the
this “otherness”in the benefits of an Ohio man. The other day Pat received
Dear Spies : Are you sure that the letter from conspiracy',tracing its history, and ingeniously aid of dynamite or any policy of that kind.
weaving into his narrative every important fact
tho Hocking Valley was not written by a detecWe in Ireland must face tho enemy and fight wealth privately owned is well worth
of
tho
testimony.
Ho
dwelt
on
the
fact
that
in
tive? In the week I will go to Pittsburg, and
the battle of our country. [Applauseand “True thinking of. Men are striving, toiling, as his reward a box of cheap cigars and a
the so-called "American group* there were not
I have an inclination,also, to go to the Hocking
foryou."| We are the men in the gap. We
glass breast-pin. The cigars were given
more
than
a
score
of
Americans,
and
more
than
Valley. For the present I send you some printed
have to run all the risk. We have to take the planning, suffering to get and use
matter. There Sch. andH. also existed but on half of these were women and cranks .while the consequences,providing wo make a false step. wealtli as a private possession, and away, and the pin was shipped hack, with
paper. I told you this some months ago. On only dangerous members were Parsons and Therefere, we are tho men, I think, who nave
Fielden. The bulk of the anarchists were
the statement that Detroit detectivescould
the otherh&nd I am in a condition to furnish
the right to say in what way we, the people of much of the largest, best, and happiest
“medicine,'' and tho “genuine’article at that. tho offscourings of ContinentalEurope, who, Ireland, shall work out tho regenerationof our results go inevitably to all about them,
not afford to wear diamonds.
Directions for use are perhaps not need with though not yet citizens of this country-many country. [Applauseand “Good.") there is litthese people. Moreover,they were recently of them, as in the case of Lingg, not being tle account taken here in America of tho terri- and the poorest about them. There is
—Detroit Free Press: Mr. Mayhury
published in the “Fr." The appliancesI can residentshere for more than a twelvemonth ble odds against which we have to contend at not much that wealth really does for its
—sought to subvert social order and establish
failed “to catch the speaker's eye, andalso send. Now, if you consider the address of
home.
Don't
you
think
the
policy
which
has
owner as an actual result. As a possiBuchtell thoroughlyreliable I will ship twenty tho rule of a miserable handful of foreign brought so much about is the best and tho
Senator Palmer’s hill appropriating money
anarchists by moans of dynamite instead of
or twenty-five pounds. But how? Is there an
wisest itolicy for us to pursue? [Applause and bility it could do much if spent; but if
express line to the place? Or is there tho rule of the majority, Mr. Ingham traced “Yes."! Anyhow, we ar# going to pursue it. spent, its possibilities to its owner for the DetroitGovernment building,whichanotherway possible?Polos the great seems to tho development of tho Haymarketconspiracy, [“Good enough."i I am certain that in a short
would be gone. So those who have he had in charge, did not pass the Honse.
delight in hopping about in the swamps of the its careful planning, the utilizationof tho labor time we will win this fight
N. Y. V. Z. like a blown-up (bloated) frog. His difficultiesby Spies, tho summoning of the
much do not as a general tiling get Nothing can be done for another year toarmed
sections
to
prepare
for the attack, the
tirades excite general detestation. He has made
more out of it than those who have less. ward getting the much-neededaccommo-'
careful
selection
of
the
place
for slaughter,the
Finerty Differs from Davitt.
himself immensely ridiculous. The main thing
incitements to violence by Spies and his conThe richest man in Iowa spends all he dations for Government work in this city.
is only that the fellow cannot smuggle any more
• Chairman John F. Finerty, in the course
rotten elements into the newspaper company federates Parsons and Fielden, and the subordinate but importantports which Engel, Lingg, of his speech, said Mr. Davitt had miscon- desires upon himself and his own perthan are already in it. In this regard the caution
—The report of the State Halt Inspector
Fischer and Schwab played in arrangingthe ceived their pupose. They wanted them sonal wants, and yet, we dare say, he
is important, The organization here is no better
plan of attack and in providing the materials
nor worse than formerly. Our group has about
for
July shows the quantity inspectedto
therefor.The arrangementand grouping of [the Irish in Ireland] to take all they could spends no more than any Keokuk methe strength of the North-Side group In Chioago,
get
and
look
for
more.
Did
England
or
chanic
and
not
as
much
as
most
of
have
been 469,590 barrels, exceeding the
and then, besides this, we have also the soc. rev. facti were admirable.
Mr. Foster, of counsel for the defense, followed Mr. Davitt suppose that they would thrust
6, the Austrian and Bohemian leagues—three
them.
The
elder
Vanderbilt
never
inspection
of any previous month iu the
Mr. Ingham, and made an able, eloquent, and inmore groups. Finally it is easily s
any policy on them? If there was any way spent so much money on himself, all
genious plea for his clients. He not only ignored
history
of
the salt manufacture in the
fluence with the trade organizati
•teadily
they could annoy England— keep her awake
his life, as most clerks do. Most State. The inspectionby counties wu»
growing. We insert our meetings only in the the defense sought to be set up by Messrs.Salomon and Zeisler in their speeches, but repudi- nights— they wanted to do it. He approved
IS*, and cannot notice that they are worse atwealtli is not used by the owner, save
(barrels):
tended than at the time when we yet threw the ated their methods and their theories.He did of what Mr. Davitt had done and of what
not do it abruptly, but he did it effectively. He
for
those enterprises which bring their
weekly tl.50 and 92 into the mouth of the N. Y.
Mr. Parnell had done. Said Mr. Finerty:
Haglnaw
......... 150.117Ht Clair .........24,3®
V. Z. Don’t forget putting yourself into com- did not make oiiy effort to defend socialism,
We ore glad to see Mr. Davitt hero ns the results to the community about him as Bay .............. 129,914Midland ......... 8,731
munioatlon with Drury in reference to the En- communism,or anarchy. On the contrary, he representativeof t’-at dear old country that
fully as to himself. For this he toils, Muntstee ........ 7n,3>3Mason ............ 8,3'2.i
declared that socialismwas dangerous, comglish organ. He will surely work with you
pernicious,and anarchy damnable. gave us birth. Great God, gentlemen,we don't plans, worries, suffers,endures, saves, Huron ...........30,
much and well. Such a paper is more necessa- munism
want
them
to accept dangers that we don't want
Iosco .............
4<),70iiTotal ........... 480,590
As an American citizen ho deplored the vicious
ry than the Tooth. Thi», indeed, is getting teachings
share. Our Christ said : "He that denies me projects, and completes what others
of Spice, Parsons. Fielden, and to
more miserableand confused from issue to isThe Bah inspectionyear commences Dec.
before
men,
him
will
I
deny
before
my
Father
Schwab. He deplored that they did not value
could not and would ; and he has the
sue, and in general is whistling from the last
in Heaven." Some of our leaders denied us in
1, and the inspection by mouths makes the
hole. Inclosed is a fly-leaf which recently ap- their privileges as citizens, and that they did the House of Commons,but we won’t deny them. toil and bitternessand leaves the renot put their talents to better use. The paspeared at Emden, and is perhaps adapted for
However wo may differ in opinion, the glorious sults to them.— Keokuk Gate City.
following comparative exhibit. The figures
sages of his able speech in which he referred
reprint
to these matters were the most-elonuentand gospel of unity in aid of Irelandshall prevail.
represent number of barrels inspected:
Greetings to Schwab, Ban, and to you. Your
impressiveof his whole discourse.Mr. Fostei They should be aided with our swords and our
Johann Most.
Two Kinds of Suspense.
showed by his arguments that bis policy was pens, or in any other way we can help them. I
MONTH.
1883.
1884.
1885.
1880.
P. S.— To Buchtell I will, of course, write for
shall be prepared for compromise when every
to limit tho investigation of the jury to the eviA murderer under sentence of death
the present only in general terms.
dence bearingdirectly on the charge made in selfishword shall be atoned for by England.
144,380 194, 000 258,450 259,018
A. Spies, 107 Fifth avenue,Chicago, HI.
Charity is grand, ray friends; forgivenessis had a number of influential friends who December ..
Anarchist Albert B. Parsons was the third the indictment.With a keen appreciation of the great, but England is not yet in sackcloth. We
January .... 127,239 127,798 141,759 132.505
were exerting themselvesto secure a February....
and last witness.Parsons was the best witness feelings of the American people not shown by have forgotten that Gladstone was a hypocrite,
99.915
00,276 101,250 124,101
any of his associates he knew that it would be
of the trio. He la 88 years old, thin, long-haired,
125,498 102,450 178,121 190,927
March. ......
a Pharisee. Absolutelywe no longer groan for respite from the Governor. The Sheriff
worse
than
useless
to try to excuse the incenand sallow ; and is keen and intellectual both
....... 180,224 103,555 187,034 104,952
the Earl of Spencer. Spencer has repented, my believed in capital punishment, but he
diary harangues and editorialsof his clients.He
in face and manner. He was somewhat affected
279,806 257,044 315.505
friends. He is a sheep, but still be is a kind of
.........
aimed
to convincetho jury that though Spies
was a charitably disposed man and had
in speech, and carefnl about what he said. In
312,190 333, ‘iSS 384,343 412,882
a black sheep. Great heavens,gentlemin, it is
........
and
his fellow-defendants
had
advocated
the use
his story of the riot he gave a mild version of
for ns to stand under that flag and
been doing a good deal of running July ........ 209,049 386,765 325,317 409,599
of dynamite bombs, had given instruc- impossible
his speech, taking nearly an hour in the telling
tions
as
to
their
manufacture,
had listen to those mild doctrinesthat Mr. Davitt around for his doomed guest. One
of it. He bad said that the press was subsiTotal ...... 1,528,0301,738,0151,828,2282^07,200advocated tho overthrow of the existing gives utterance to ! It will not always be in the morning he returned from such a trip
dized by capitalists and monopolists, and bepower of England to dictate terms to Ireland.
social Bvetom by force, all of which was outlieved It He had told them law was for sale ;
God grant the hour may come when in some and went to the prisoner.
—The family of a farmer named Foxy
rageousand inexcusable, they were not on trial
that “you couldn't get justice without money,
broad line of battle our soldiers may bo able to
for those teachingsand those plottings,but for
“Well.” said the man eagerly, “what living near Flint, was awakened by an ex*
jnst as you couldn’t get bread withoutmoney.”
wipe out the stigma of the battle of the Boyne.
specificcrime— the murder of Mathias J. DeThe ballot was a farce. Wage-workingwas agan.
plosion. A portion of the house had been
It should be shown, Mr. Foster argued Some of us may never see it We are getting •did the Governor say?”
slavery. He had advised his hearers to arm,
old, some of us. Let us hope that Ireland will
with great ingenuity, that the prisoners had
"My dear sir, he hasn’t said anything blown np, evidently by dynamite, and Inter
believing that other means were hopeless.
never cease to resist It is for this we think
The defensefailed to producejany testimony conspired to throw the bomb which killed De- and toil, and our only hope is to lift up our flag, yet ; he wants time to think. ”
it was discovered that a neighboring farmer
which materiallyaffects the credibilityof any gan, and that it was thrown in pursuanceof to establisha republic which will be presided
“Great heavens, man ! This suspense
their conspiracyby a confederate. Havof the witnesses for the State except the painter
over by a ParneU'ora Michael Davitt
had stolen nearly one hundred dynamite
is terrible,"exclaimed the criminal,
Gilmer, but the prosecutionproduced a host of ing thus narrowed the issue to the
cartridgesand about fifty feet of fuse fiom
good men to show that he is truthful and re- speclflo crime, Mr. Foster maintained
dramatically.
that all the evidence about inflammatorv
liable.They proved that he was a veteran
“I THOUGHT, Miss 8., that yon hated
his
barn. Complaints were mode against
speeches and bomb-manufacture
was
beside
“Don’t mention it,” responded the
soldier and a member in good standing ef a
the question, though the court had not so held that flirty mint; yet yon went np and kiased
local artillery company. Ex-Gov. Merrill, cx- It This was a bold defenseto make, but it was
Smith, Brown, and Beam, boys aged from
Sheriff in a cheerfultone; “it ain’t anySnpremc Judge Cole, and U. B. Circuit Clerk the only tenable one, and was most adroitlv her.” “So I do hate her, and that is why I thing to what it will lie if the Governor
10 to 18 years, for simple larceny,they be*
did it. Look at the big freckles on her chin
Mason, all of Des Moines,Iowa, besides several
maintained by Mr. Foster. His ingenious pies
doesn't interfere. Was king ton Critic. ing charged with stealing the cartridges.prominent Chicagoans,testifiedthat they knew
where
I
kissed
the
powder
off.”
evidently had a marked effect upon the jury.
Gilmer and would believe him.
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mow
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I

nrtnner, Pctk^n;

WILLIAM

H.

p

Aftvarrt, Qpnrnp.

town; 0. A. Chubb, Crockery; C.
Tallmadge.

ROGERS, Editor.

The

Saturday, August 21, 1886.

Lillie,

Proposals for Engine

ten SenatorialDelegates are as

House.

follows:

B

First District-Dr.Bates, J.

City of Holland, Mich.,
August 17th, 1886.

Perham,

)

—LOW GRADE—

f
W. H. Beach, G. J. DiekeSealed proposals will be received by the
ma, Holland; W. Phillips,Grand Haven.
Common Council until 6 o’clock p. m.,
After an illness of 18 days, Warren
Second District— A. Lahuis, H. W. Tuesday, September 7th, 1886, for furAvery, aged 21 years.died yesterday mornWeather wax, Georgetown; F. Smith, R. nishing all the labor and material?neces•

m

Died of Typhoid Fever.

2

ing at

Spring Lake;

o’clock at his residence, 338

North Ottawa street. The body will be
sent to Holland, the residence of his father

and mother, by the 9 o’clock train this
morning. ProgressiveAssembly, K. of
L., at its meeting last night, adopted the
following:

Warren Avery, long a most
exemplary member of this assembly,has
Whereas,

been called from us by the Supreme Mas-

.

ter of the Universe; therefore,

Resolved, That Progressive Assembly
8,326 hereby expresses its hearty appreci-

ation of the

many

Wells. Polkton; Geo. Latham, Allendale. sary to constructand fully complete the
erection of an Engine House.
A motion was made that the Senatorial
Plans and specificationscan be seen at
Delegates be instructed to propose G. W. the City Clerk’s office.
Proposals must be filed with the City
McBride’s name tor State Senator for this
district,but after some discussionthis Clerk, endorsed, “Proposals for Engine
House,” and be accompanied with the
was witiidrawn together with a motion
names of two responsible persons as sureinstructing delegates with name of C. ties, in the sum of $4,000, for the faithful
\ an Loo for the same office, and it was performance of the work. Bids shall be
finally decided to send delegates unin opened at 7:30 o’clock p. m., September
7th,
V
structed accordingto former custom.
The Commpn Council reservesthe right
«•»to reject any and all bids.
The Ship Canal.
By order of the Common Council.
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
-«•»'Editor Democrat: -In the discussion

29-3t

knightly and noble
departed brother, as also
its sincere sympathy with bis bereaved
of this question Mr. Hughart of the
family in their great loss. And further,
that a committee of six be appointed- Grand Rapids & Indiana railroad com-three brothers and three slaters— to accom- pany raises a new question in his reply to
pany the mourning, friends and the dead Mr. Comstock’s communication.
to Holland, there to assist at the funeral
He says of the canal, ‘the building of it
and likewisethat Progressivecharter be
by the government would be a fraud.'
draped in mourning for 30 days.
The remains will be met at Holland by
As between the constructionof canals
* committee of Holland Knights and then
and railroads by the United States governescorted to the church where the funeral
ment there can be but little question as to
services will be held.-#. It. Democrat.
which
has the best right to be considered
The funeral occurredin Grace Church
(qualities of the

STOCK and HOGS
- ONLY

-

1880.

-

-

FOR FEEDING

-

-

The cheapestand most

Buy nou-poisonous Sticky Fly Paper,
For sale at Yates

&

Kane’s. 2S-2t.

TRY

Underware and Notions at the Red

nutritious Cattle

food in the market.

POWDER

SACK

A

Absolutely Pure.

Flag store.

;

this city on last

a public

Thursday.

During July and August we

WALSH, DE ROO & CO.

will sell all

Trimmed

Hats at 50 cents on the dol27-4f.
lar for cash, and all other Millinery Goods
at 23 per cent discount. Will close every
evening at 6 o’clock until September.
L. & S. Van den Berg.
our

New

SMOKE

work capable of being used and

r.Lzc

Men's and Boy's suits CHEAP nt tbe
Bed h lag Store opposite Uiggiu’s Gallery.
Miss Addie Matthews, from Mbs H. versally.
— — —
Go
to Yates & Kane tor your Sticky Fly
E. Matthews Corset Parlors, No. 31 MonThe canal is a public highway, open to
I apec. Buy none but the genuine, made
roe Street, Grand Rapids, is in the city use by every inhabitant of our country
by A. De
og.oj
for a few days to supply the ladies with who has a boat of proper capacity.

-

HAVANA FILLED

krulf.
-- -

and

stiff,

The railroad is essentially and neces

constructedon hygienic principles; also

snrily a private

way, for the sole use

w;

S?-U8h cnu ,,e ?0 (i'llckI.vcured by

d.M

of

i

U

s"aramei;

Underwear the corporation owing its tracks and fran
nlsTilt'^h'iM" P-V?pep9la a>>il Liver Coma Mtalizer Is guaranteed to cure
for ladies, and CombinationSuits for chises. The entire control of the Grand you
children from Infants up; Drawers, Chil- Rapids «fc Indiana railroad,over its propa full line of Imported French

dren’s Waists, Misses Corsets, Shoulder erty was very well stated by
Braces, and

and

Hughart

For Sale or To Rent.

varietyof Bustles and Skirts; quite recently,with reference to the

the Patent Folding Bustle, the

also

.

a

Mr

latest

W

The premises at present occupiedby
L. Hopkins on Eighth street, Holland, will
be lor sale or to rent after September first,
lor further informationapply to

A

alleged assumptions of the Chicago

best out. Price

50 and 75 cents; also West Michigan people about the new
maQy ollier goods, and the Ladies Favorite Saginaw route.

Piliototiham Holder, known to be the best.

United States made a
Grand Rapids & Indiana rail-

We

find that the

Miss Matthews is stopping at the City grant to the
Hotel and Ladies can see her there for a road company for the purpose of aiding
few days from 7:30 a. m. to 8:30 a. m., in its construction, of lands from the
from 12

to 1,

and

7 to 9 p.

people

and

Republican County Convention.

Adwtiscmcnta.

The RepublicanCounty Convention

amount

among

on

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

timber

in our state, worth not

at the Court House at 11 o’clock last
was founded. It was the pioless than four millions of dollars.
Monday. About 50 delegates were presIs it not a rather strong case of the old neer of low-priced journalism
ent. Geo. W. McBride as retiring chairpot and kettle controversy, when the head in the west. From the Erst
man of permanent organization called the
of a private corporation which has re- •he controlling conviction of
conventionto order with a few remarks
ceived government aid to such a generous
in which he stated that the party was
its managers has been that a

never in better condition in this county

amount, denounces the constructionof a

fraud?

Committee on Credentials— Cole,
Poikton; Jub, of Crockery; Clarke,

OUT AROUND.

of
of

Robinson.

Lamont.

Committee on Resolutions-Farr,

Mk. Kditob:— It scums that Jim’s apologies to

of

Grand Haven; Goodrich, of Coopersville;

Van

tone

Loo, of Zeeland.

that business man, (as he has been fondly termed,)
raised the ire of that ••littleman

"

We are sorry,

but really that eighteenhundred dollar debt you

On Permanent Organizationand Order mentioneddid look large in my eyes and did lecl
of Business— Emlaw, of Grand Ilayen; sorry for you and wauled to help you to a good
Weatherwax, of Georgetown; Bishop, of man. Dy the way who is Sylvesterr If you refer
to Marcus Lafayette,don’t hesitateon account of
Johnsville; Smith, of Polkton.
relationshipfor “what’s in a name.” Whoever he
A recess was then taken to allow com- is he made a slight mistake, for Jim Shaver had
mittees to consult and report, during hold of one end of that broom that is said to have
which Messrs, Potts, Van Loo and Farr gone through the "Starved Rooster” He
were called upon

speeches. The two
honor and Mr. Farr

for

former declined the

spoke from the scriptural text,

lias

saved it to offer to Ogden to nail on his separator
shoe in the place of the lath he had

there. If

and

lath would save graiu as he claimed perhaps a

150,000 papers a day,-— a

BITTERS, will euro the worst

Commissioners.

and toning up the digestive
organs. Sold everywhere.

Marcus and Dick Prepared

they have a flue pedigree and are as yet but

season. They are undoubtedlythe best Norman
stallionsin this part of the country andi

I

n

.

j

11
H.
Holland, Mich., April 2&.

BOONE,
1886.

advantage. Toward the close he char-

last

year for

your famous threshers drop so

much

John Aussicker. The Lake Shore

couldn’thave got along without the “Eclipse”
this year, for within three weeks the machine has
Prohibition parties as the “hosts of help
done all John De Boer’s threshingand fifty
and was loudly applauded by the dele- bushels of K. Smith’s. The rest of Smith’s is
gates. Judge Soule then followed in a waiting for the “Starved Rooster” I suppose ....
Whooping cough is raging in Lamont ..... There
brief speech in which he referred namely
was a wedding at the Methodist Church on the
to the unfilled promises of those now in
10th of this month, Miss Luella Angel to Frank
power. Convention then adjourned to Velzy. Many friends assembled to witnessthe
one o’clock.
ceremony and wish them a happy future.
acterized the Democrat, Greenback and

Conventionassembledat 1:15 Committee on Permanent Organization ap.
pointed Mr. Farr as permanent chairman
and Mr. Van Loo permanentsecretary
which was adopted by convention.
report of

tials was next

Committee on Creden-

accepted.

The

convention

’’Jim."

Graafschap.

and Mrs. John Joldersma and baby visited their
parents and friends last Sunday.... Rev. Oilmans

then proceededto elect sixteen delegates spoke before a largo and appreciative audienceon
CongressionalConventionas fol Wednesday evening; ho leaves for Japan with
the best wishes of our community for him and his
lows:
work... Rev. K. J. Zwemer from Charles Mix
^ First District H.
C. Akeley, Joseph County, Dakota, has come on a visit...Two of
Koeltz, G. D. Turner, Grand Haven; J
our business men have received an invitation to
B. Perham, A. Bllz, Spring Lake; 0.’ E attend a Conventionto be held in Chicago to conYates, G. J. Dickema, Holland; J. c sider the effect of convictlabor upon manufacturers' interests.... CorneliusZoerman thinks of
Bishop, Blendon.
attending Hope College this fall. ...The weather
Second District-E.u. Phillips, Polk- daring the past week has been cool and although
ton;

0.

P. Gordon, Crockery; C. Van

niZht.)
we have not had

much

rain it will

"dew" (every

Misteb "E.”

Brennan, Georgetown; C. Van Slyck, A.
Babcock, Tallmadgq; D. D. Weatherwax,
Georgetown.

£pfciat §oticcj5.

agency for

the celebrated

haimiimiair,

JAS. HUNTLEY,

Prepared Paints.
The

local painters here claim it to be
the best they have ever used* Do
not buy any other before you
have examined It.

lar-

of all*

stimates given for

all

GUARANTEE,

finbe

We guarantee our Ready Made Colors to
made of two-rhirds Strictly Pure White

Lend and one-third Best Selected Ziuc
ground in Pure Linseed Oil, and the necessary colors to give them the desired tint

is not

only.
If found to contain any adulteration,
the seller is authorized to return the

The CHICAGO DAILY

NEWS

the only 2 cent
paper in the west that is a
member of the Associated
It

is

prints all

the news.

torn oy ait news dealers at two cents per copy.

Mailed to any address, postage prepaid, for six
year, or for a shorter term at rate of
Mty cents per month. AddressViet.r F. Lawson,

Doors, Blinds,

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.

made and

furnished.
Office and Shop on River street,
near the corner of Tenth street,

doiim per

Publisher The DAILY
CHICAGO, ILL.

The

CHICAGO

NEWS—
—
in

is

NEWS,

Fifth

Ave

JAS.
Holland, May

27,

WEEKLY

8 pages, 64

columns Holland

the largest dollar

weekly

America.

and

HUNTLEY.

1883.

THE LEONARD
Sandatt, Cleanable,
Movwith
able Fluea, Solid Ash,

AND DOUGLAS.
The Staunch and Fast Steamer

Carved and Ornamented, Triple Walled.
Charcoal Filled and
Metal Liked, making

CAPT. FRED MINIER,

Five Walls In all. Solid
Iron Shelves and AirTight Locks. Great variety. For families, grocers
and hntcla Prices low.

“IDAISY

Notice to Teachers.

Will run between Holland and SaugaThe Ottawa County Board of School Examiners tuck daily, except Sunday, connecting
will meet at the following named times and places
there with boats for Chicago.
duriHR the summer and tall of 1886, for the purThe time of leaving Douglas is 7.00 a.
pose of examiningapplicant! for teacher’s certificates.
m.. Saugatuck 7.30, arriving in Holland
Special, Aug. 18th, at Zeeland.
at 9.45 a. m. Leaving Holland at 3.30 p.
m., arriving in Saugatuck at 5.30, and
Special, Aug. 25. at Grand Haven.
Douglas at 6.00 p. m,

For Sale by

Kanters k Sons

R.

Special, Sept. 2d, at Coopersville.

Delegates to State Convention weie

FJLH/E ~5QC.
made known
Captain.
“Army isjnCamp

Regular,Oct. 29, at Grand Haven.
Each session will open promptly at 9 a. m. The
, First District-G. A. Farr, T. A. ParBoard request that all applicants be provided with
certificatesof good moral character.All grades
Freight Rates
fsh.G. W. McBride, Grand Haven; Dr.
Buy A. De Kruif’s Sticky Fly Paper. are requested lo be prepared for examinationin tion to
Brown, A. Bilz, Spring Lake; P. H. Every sheet warranted to kill 4,000 flies. school law For second grade, in addition to
elected as follows:

the

money to the purchaser.
favor. If seeks the patronage of people who love counR. RANTERS & SONS
Stairs, Hand Railing, Sash
try more than party.
Holland, Mich., May 20, 1886.

to the

Loo, Zeeland;Geo. Chubb, Chester; S.

SB

or

Press.

A refreshingshower of rain came to us on Monday morning.... Mr- A. P. Zwemer left for Pipestown, Minnesota,last Monday with a parly of
land-seekers; he will be back on Saturday... Mr.

1
1

ui-tf.

done on short notice.

graiu in the straw this year as the ‘Agitator” did

IM®

Have secured

Proprietor.

opinion, expressed without fear

let either of

ft.

nvite all

interestedin horses to call and look them over. It
will pay you.

Planing and Re-sawing

ministration to the present one in a light

which showed up the latter to very poor

Groceries at wholesale prices sold by
samples at Red Flag store.

McBride, L. Mulder, A. Visscher, HoJ. For

___

sole by Yates

&

Kane.

23-2t.

land.

Ru.

m

on applican-tf.

be required hC*' bookkee,,illg antl fklloaophywill

For first grade. Algebraand English Literature.
Only third grade certificateswill be granted at
Jersey
Jackets
for
Ladies
and
Children,
special
sessions of the Board.
Second District— C. Van Loo, Zeeland;
By order of the County Board of School ExMen’s Jacket?, Bed Spread?, and Tallo
aminer..
F. J. Fox, Allendale; C. Francis, J.’ Cloth?, nt Red Flag store.
24
MRS. A. V Weatijebwax,Sec’y.

!

two years and ten months old. This Is their first

rinds of buildings,

newspaper. It

Paints

of

partisan. Neither is it a neutral. It is a paper of positive

ENT

case, by regulating the boweis

THE FINE BLOODED NORMAN
STALLIONS

The CHICAGO DAILY
NEWS is an INDEPEND- ished and completed.

the condition of the straw and furthermoredon’t

.

BURDOCK BLOOD

in the fact that it now regularly prints and sells over

bined.

“Whom

4 1

.

These horses are jet black, as were their ances-

character as pure
and healthful as its best and
highest-priced contemporary.
This has been its ideal. How
well it has succeeded in the
actual attainment of so high
a standard is best evidenced

other Chicago dailies com-

a

26-

;

.

county, to receive and examine such claims.

broom handle would save more and thus the
the Lord iovelh he chasteneth.” Mr. grain where he is threshiug this year would turn
out more ns expected.No, don’t you ever be
Farr paid complimentary tributes to the
guilty of droppingthe concave whatever may ho
Republican party, comparing their ad-

The

.

e

OERRITJ. DIEKEMA,
ISAAC MARSILJE,

tors ;

and

ger circulation than that

many symotoms

Dated, August 2nd. A, D. 1S86

the

general

its

the

H.
BOOGIE,
During
Season
ISSd.

than at present time. The convention
might possibly compete with his road, as cheap only in price; that its
then elected Mr. McBride temporary
new% should be as fresh and
a
H. D. P.”
chairman and E. O. Phillips temporary
—G. R. Democrat.
complete, its editorial discussecretary, The following committees

sion as able,

Among

Will be at the Sale Stable of

“cheap paper" should be

public canal by the United States, which

were then appointedby the chair:

In 8ald

DTSPEPSIA?

prostration, headache, and
constipation. There is n o L rrn
of disease more pravni ;
;j
Dyspepsia, and none
;
iartothe high-living
:
id-eatlng American people.
Alcohol and tobacco produce
Dyspepsia; also, bad air, etc.

D, isg'

December 26th, 1875, The

others, to the

of 855,000 acres of the best

and farming lands

met

ten YEARS AGO,

‘Maine and Florida, California

of

Oregon.’

IS

the mouth, low spirit:, genera!

public domains, the property of the

m.

WHAT

bad

I

County of Ottawa, \9i
Probate Court for said Countv
Estate of Robert B. Best. Deceased

have been allowed by said Judge of Probate, to all
persona having claims againstsaid Estate, in
which to present their claims to us for examinaation and adjustment.
a NoiJC0 ••hereby given, that we will meet on

Holland,

3M8w

with unsatisfied craving f:r
food; heartburn, feeling of
weight and wind in the stomach, bad breath,
in

Notiee of Commissioners
on Claims.
STATE OF MICHIGAN,

I

-----

in

Co., 106 Wall-fit,

riable appetite ; faint, gnawing
feeling at pit of the stomach,

Price 5 Cents.

^

“

Powdbb

of Dyspepsia or indigestion,
the most prominent are: Va-

-

fine fitting easy Corsets, both soft

York.

vJrJ

cau?h RoT^I0riF0ephaD P°wder9- Sold only

25-tf.

enjoyed by the people of the nation uni-

kInd8- ana
and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short

Standard Roller Mills, Hollaed, Mlcb.

fieldssrs ic»rc«, bnt those who write to
Stinson A Ca.Portlsnd. Msine.wlll receive
free, fall Infonnttlon ebout work which
they can do, and lire at bome,ihat will pay

from

’ them
to $25 per day. Some have
earned over $A0 in a day. Either bci. young or old. Capital
not required. You are started free. Those who start at once
sre absolutely sure of snug little fortunes. All is new.
.

C.

BLOM, JH’S.

SMOKE THEM

!

For

the

Holland City Newt:

Twentidbu Encampment of

the

*rB

Palace Hotel,
Sax Francisco, Cal., Aug.

.

tmier |°vo tor our dear I For Urn, Hck. tWc of rte,..„™ shlloh', Poro»,
Union ulid to fed ...
Pta-f^r Prlr-n 25 cpfuy Fop «•••« i...
“We are living;wo are dwelling
"We
"" . Sb"oh-, .nd Coemption Cure I, ,r,ld
Insplrea witu

A. R.

AIxiCOTT,

,j.

In a grand and awful time.”

3, ’80.

Mr. Editor:— The grand military and
civic display In San Francisco is. beyond
question, the largest and most imposing
evg- witnessed in this continent. The
streets are a marvel of brilliancyin decoration. So far as the eye can see, banners
and flags are fluttering in the breeze.
The day is superb, cool, and bright. The
trade wind comes in with its salty freshness, invigorating the thousands of soldiers, who have to march through the
streets. The heroes of the day are Generals Sherman and Logan. Gen. Sherman
arrived some lour weeks since. He was
given a floe reception by the John A. Dlx
and Phil. Sheridan Posts, of San Jose,,
two weeks ago in San Jose.

krZrbA-zy,ilJ,

The soldierswere comprised in six
divisions. The seventh division was
headed by old and enfeebledveterans in
wagons, each drawn by four

—

—

Mover of

Br. Flagg’s Family Ointment.

horses.

institute,

Never fails to soothe and heal cuts,
burns, bruises,flesh wounds, inflamation,
sprains, pimples, chilblains, salt rheum
chapped lips or hands, frost bites, cold
sores sore nipples, and all diseases and
eruptions of the skin. Young LadiesDr. Flagg’s Family Ointment will remove
all pimples, blackheads, freckles and
other blemishes from your face, leaving
the skin soft, smooth, and beautiful No
family will be without it alter testing its
marveloussoothing and healing properties Sold by druggistsfor 25 cents or
mailed ou receipt of price, by the

Then came the Board of Supervisors and
the Board of Education. Following
them were twenty-eightcarriagesfilled
with disabled veterans of the G. A. R. on
this coast and In the E-istem Slates. All
bore marks of the terrible conflict through
which they had passed. The armless
skeve pined to the shoulder; the crutch
taking the place of the missing leg; the
stern faces, showed that when they took
up the sword against alien foes, it was no
child’splay, but a determinationto conquer or die. They received marked cour-

Muskegon, Mich,, V.

___

I

e- cC. J.
A.

GIVE ME A TRIAL
I.
Holland. Mich., May

13,

Ee-OnaiiUei 1885.

Capital Stock l&O.OOO.

inM!.?,.qaa?.,ityof2ood
mtnmer wood which °’ P'

^

B0UTfl’ D-

MedicalDirector.

I)

s«-eet,

M

LANE

McDonald,

M. D.

And Medical Council

of

Snrgeon-ln-Cbtef.

£riml“E PhyilclanB.
Eminent Phyalclani.
1

6

IT

ALCOTT.

18Sfi.

A

Incorporated 1886.

GENERAL DRAYING.
t

S.

15-3m.

tesy all along tho route.
William’s M’fg Co., Cleveland, O.
The excursion from San Jose conslslcd
The carriages containing Generals Sherof four long trains carrying four thousand man and Logan and other notables and
people, When we reached the ferry ac- distinguished visitorswere near the bead
cross the bay, the crowd was simply im- ot the procession.At the large square at
mense, and as only one at a time could the junction of Kearuey and Market
When Baby wm «ick, w« pare her Caatoria,
pass through the door way, you can im- streets the processionwas reviewed by
agine the scramble to get in first. When Generals Sherman and Logan. Over
When she waa a Child, she cried for Caatoria,
my turn came I went through with a Market street near the review, was an When she became Miss, she clang to Caatoria,
bounce, or as tho’ I had been shot out of a
ck Triumph, surmounted by two cancatapult. It wasn’t comfortable but it was non and the American Eagle. On each When she had Children, she gave them Caatoria,
funny. The street cars, hacks and carri- turret were muskets, cannon balls and
ages were crowded to their utmost, trans- flags. In the niches were statues of Lin-- ATfering passengers to the different hotels. coln and Washington.
Every window and availablespot was enIt took over two hours for the procesgaged or sold days before the 3rd. The sion to pass a given point. After the
Bucilen’s Arnica Salve.
prices in some cases wore enormous. parade was disbanded our soldier boys
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Looking down the streets was like looking went with us to view the decorations and Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
into a kaleidoscope. The shipping in the landscape gardeningon Nob Hill in the Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
103 Monroe St, Grand Rapids,
bay was elaborately decorated with flags private grounds of the C. P. R. R. mag- Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positiveand pennants. The public buildings and nates. Army devices were done in foli- ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is EqtAL TO THE BEST MADE IN THE CITY.
stores attracted much notice because of age plants, and the effect was just magnif- guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,
or
their elaborate adornments. One was icent.
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
an angel of peace, of mammoth size,
lu the evening there was a fine pyro- For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and SPECIAL RATES TO CLUBS. CLASSES, ETC. Throat and Lungi, Catarrh, Aathma and Conblowing tho jubilee of liberty, back of technic display and flambeau procession A. Dc Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.
whom were two cannons, just below They were preceded by a large wagon
was a locomotiveand an arsenal contain- containing twelve demons or imps
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pieces, Lincoln Post No. 1, of San Francisco, 090 strong, acting as escort to the
CaliforniaCavalry Battalion. In the
charge of the latter were two old battle
nags. Next came the 1st U. 8. artilery
band, twenty pieces, then the G. H.
Thomas Veteran Guard of San Francisco,
sixty five strong, escorting the famous
Zouaves of Elizabeth, N. J. The guard
carried four war stained, battle flags, one
of which was the Philip Kearney battle
flag. The six-year-oldson of the General
commanding the Guards, clad in uniform,
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Holland Christian Ref. Church— Services at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m. Grand Rapids...
Methodist EpiscopalChurch-Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meetingat close of morn'ng service,
rtI,“ P- ni. Teachers meeting Friday
at :30 p. m. Prayer-meetingThursday
evening at 7 :30 p. m. All the seats are free.
Subjects: Morniug, "Sanctification.” In
the Evening Mrs. Jordan will deliver a
Missionaryaddress.
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Mr. J. \ an ’t Linponhout of the NetherHolland ........
lands will conduct the services. After- JeelMd ........ ;;;
Grand
RapldB....
noon, “Abraham’s sacrifice.’1 Evening
Prayer meeting.
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To me they spoke of the homes devastated, the hearts that to-day mourn the
loss of dear and loved ones.
To me they spoke of- the great tide that
swept away many a young husband, lover
and son, and there were no wounds on
the battle-fieldso ghastly as those that
hewed down the ’hearts that bade them
God speed, and to this day there are no
scars like those that many a woman is
now patiently concealing. The havoc of
life and limb by war was indeed fearful,

Holland .......
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head of the departmentsof the G. A. R.
was the New York Division, 150 members.
This department had in its ranks one of
the most interestingfeatures of the entire
procession.This was a display of thirtyeight old battle flags all from Buffalo, N.
Y. These were attached to the shattered
and worn staffs that upheld them In many
a battle and carnage of the rebellion.
Groat care has been taken to see that they
are transported here and back in safety.
It is said that after this encampment
they will never again be allowed to appear
in anv display. §ome of them are mere
shreds and the breezes would soon blow
them away. In many instancesthey
w’ere carried by gray haired veterans who

relieve
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THE ROSE OYER THE DOOR.

“Why was she not here?”
“She did not know; that woman has

wNo, no,” she interrupted quickly, and
voice that penetrated like a knife.
kept her in ignorance of the old Squire’s, “Don't go in there; no one must see and
condition.She induced the old man to vatch over poor Edwin but me, his wife.”
send me away, although he was gaining
I did go in, however, and remainedsome
under my treatment. I am here this morn- time. The injured man might live the day
ing at the urgent request of Edna— she out, but his hours were numbered. I could
will be terribly shocked when she hears of see that there was mental sufferingas well,
her father’s death. Was there a will?”
and wondered at it.
“Yes.”
“Don’t leave me, Morris,” he pleaded, as

A cottage, all fitted and furnished,
Stands daintily over the way,
And here young pair to housekeeping
Came promptly the first day of May.
The place seemed to be home-likeand cozy.
The sun shone bright on the floor,
Yet one dewy eve saw them planting
A rose to bloom over the door.
the window
.When poverty enters the door:"
But against all trials and troubles
These two young hearts garnered full store.
For when fell the hush of the twilight,
They whisperedanew love’s sweet lore,
Wove closer the bonds of affection,
'Neath roses that bloomed o'er the door.

•But love,"they say, "flies out

of

“And how is it?”
There was an eager light in the young
doctor’seyes ns he put the question.
“Everything goes to the widow.”
“Infamous!”exclaimed Dr. Gooding. “I
tell you, sir, there’s something wrong in
this. That woman is a fiend, I solemnly
believe. Can you call her aside for a few
minutes? I wish to investigate.”
I said that 1 could. I was deeply impressed with the revelationsof the young

And then the "dark days" closed around them,
And poverty’s waves overbore ;
To keep the dear home how they struggled,
Where roses doomed over the door.
And now, all their "trial time" ended,
They dwell in the sunlight once more.
And love brightlygleams on the hearthstone
Where roses bloom over the door.

doctor.

Ye new-mated pairs who are building
Your home-nests,now heed, I implore,
This lesson: That love lingerslongest
Where roses bloom over the door.

a

I bowed

and accepted the

yonng

stranger’s hand, as the widow introduced

him.

The doctor plucked my
young wife stood weeping

sleeve as the
at the head of

the bed.
I followed him to another room.
A very grave look rested on his hand-

some countenance.
“And so the old man is gone," he said
slowly. “Did she tell you that I had been
in attendance up to very recently? No!
Well, it is true. I was the old Squire’s
favorite physician, and believe that I might
have saved him; his illness was not necetartly a fatal one.”
“Why did you cease your visits?”
“It was her doings.”
He glanced significantly at the door.
“I suppose you are a friend of the old
man,” pursued the doctor, “so I do not
mind tolling you all about it. You know
there is no fool like an old fool, and the
Squire was completely under that woman’s
thumb. He even went so for os to drive
his only child into the cold world to please
that woman.”
“Ah, sir, if you knew Edna, so bright
and gentle always, it would grieve your
heart to see her now, sad, dejected,and
utterly miserable. She will feel terribly
when she knows that her father is dead.”

better,” I said.

condor, at their
home in the heights of the Andes, remain in the nest for a year, being fed Tho General Condition of the Growing
by the parents until they are able to
Grain Throughout the Oountry—A

Bad

the sick-room together, and
Edua passed out os wo entered.

“Lock, lock the door,” ordered Dr.
Gooding in a faint voice. I did so to
please him. A minute later a hand tried

in here, the she devil!”

Was the man’s brain terrified? I was
startled and horrified at his utterance.1
hurried to his side.
“I— I knew I must die, and— and I said
I would confess; oh, my God! how could
she? That tumbler!— I drank from that; she
gave it to me, and— and it contains poison!
I nm burning up here!"
He clutched his throat and chest, and o
terrible look overspreadhis face.
“Open this door!”
A sharp voice uttered the command, but
Dr. Gooding cried:
“No, no, you must not. Listen: I administered arsenic to — to Squire Emerson
at her request; ire murdered the old man
and sent his wife to prison that we might
secure this property; it was all planned
between Edna and myself weeks before
her father died. I am dying—
tried to
shut off my confessionwith poison, but—

Prospeot.

A MiCROscopisTof the Smithsonian
Institution, who has investigated the

[Washington telegram.]
subject closely, declares there is nothThe
spring
wheat returns to the Departing harmful in the green coloringmatment of Agriculture for August brow an
ter sometimes found in oysters.
The bed of the ocean, says a foreign improvement in comlition in Iowa, a small
decline in Wisconsin and Nebraska, and a
heavy reduction in Dakota. The causes of
deteriorationare drought and chinch-bugs.
Heat has been excessive in many districts
that have produced a fair yield, notwith'
standing. The harvest is two weeks earlier
A MEMBER of the Royal Horticultural than usual and the quality is unusually
Society of London has observed that good, except in sections where heavy loss
dahlias collect much
on their Irom blight has occurred.
The general average of condition is releaves; the peach rose and evening
primrose very little ; while the quince duced from 83.2 to 80. At the time of harand mulberry are only very slightly vest last year the average was 86. A part
of the loss last season occurred after Aug.
wet
1. As the present harvest is already nearly
It has been found by Dr. Tait that over, with improved meteorological condithe ear in women can perceive higher tions, the final estimate can not be much
notes, that is, sounds with a greater furtherreduced. The present average is 97
number of vibrations per second, than for Iowa, instead of 90 last month. No
the ear in men. Tho highest limit of less than twenty-five counties, each prohuman hearing is somewhere between ducing from 200,000 to 1,000,000 bushels,
report the condition at 100 or over. In
41.000 and 43,000 vibrations per second.
Minnesotathere is an increase from 78 to
Few persons have equal sensibility to 80. The reduction in Wisconsin is from
acute sounds in both ears, the right ear <5 to 72, in Nebraska from 83 to 82, and in
usually hearing a higher note than the Dakota from 85 to 62.
writer, is to

We went to

THE CROPS.

The young of the

an enormous extent cov-

ered with lava and pumice stone. Still
more remarkable is it to find the floor
oi the ocean covered in many parts with
the dust of the meteorites.

dew

left. The lowest continuoussounds
have about sixteen vibrations per second.

The cotton crop has suffered from wet
weatherin all States east of the Mississippi and in Louisiana. The average of
condition has been reduced from 86 to 81,
Capt. H. Toynbee, of the London Virginia 75, North Carolina 74, South CarMeteorologicalSociety, has arrived at olina 67, Georgia 80, Florida 88, Alabama
the conclusion that clouds of less than <7, Mississippi 79, Louisiana75, Texas 88,
but with my Inst breath I brand Edna 2.000 feet in thickness are seldom ac- Arkansas 96, Tennessee 95. There has
Emerson a double-dyedmurderess!”
companiedby rain, and if they are it is been a slight advance in Arkansas and
He gasped and could say no more.
very gentle, consisting of minute drops. Texas. The decline is heavy in Carolinas.
It was an awful confession. Still the
With a thicknessof between 2,000 and
hand shook the door with the vehemence
STATE ELECTIONS IN TsSC.
4,(KX) feet the size of the drops is modof impatience and alarm.
erate. W ith increasing thickness comes
Dr. Curtin examined the glass from
List of States Which Hold Elections Tills
increasing size of the drops, and at the
which his patient had drunk.
Year, ami for What Purposes.
same time their temperaturebecomes
“He was right, he has been poisoned!"
The following interestingcompilationis
lower, until, when the thickners is
I strode across the carpet, flung open the
taken from the New York Times:
door and confronted Edna, who started greater than G,000 feet, hail is proAlabama elects Congressmen on November2.
back when she saw tho stern, awful look duced.
Arkansas elects State olilcersand Legislature
that rested on my face.
In a recent lecture in London, Mr. J. °n September 6 : Congressmen on November 2.
“Oh, my God!” that was the wicked
“Murderess!”I hissed, “your crime has
Californiaelects State officers,Legislature
G. Raker estimated the total number and Congressmen on November 2.
woman's comment, the only one made, aud found yon out.”
Coloradoelects State officers, Legislatureand
then she went quietly with the officer.
of characteristically tropical plants as
“Ha!” with a wild gasp. “Did he—”
Congressmen on November 2.
I visited her in jail soon after.
“He confessed all,” I cried, sternly. from 40,000 to 50,000. The plants of
Connecticutelects State officers. Legislature
“I am innocent,Mr. Redwing; that is “\our poison was not quick enough to the north temperate zone embrace and Congressmen on November ‘2.
all I can tell you,” was her sole reply to my
Delaware elects Governor, Legislature and
close his mouth. Wretched girl! why did about 20,000 species. The artic has
Congressmen on November 2.
anxious questioning.
you do this?”
less than 1,000 species, while the higher
Florida elects Legislatureand Congressmen
“If you are innocent, who then is guilty?”
“She drove me to it."
mountain regions possiblyfurnish 2,000 on November V, and votes upon the proposed
I said quickly.
Then Edna Gooding staggeredfrom my —a total of 3,000 species of what gar- new Constitution of the State, which wag
“I cannot tell you, sir. I know nothing, presence.
framed by the Convention which mot in lfte5.
deners call alpines, that is, plants speGeorgiaelects State officers and Legislature
only that I believe it is Dr. Gooding’s
Once more I turned to the bedside, but
October ; Congressmen on November2.
work. The Squire did not like him, and when I reached it the wicked doctor was cially adapted to a cold, damp climate onIllinois
elects minor State officers,Legislait was at John's request that I sent him dead.
with a short summer. Mr. Raker es- ture, aud Congressmenon November 2, and
away."
timates that 40,000 species of plant# votes upon a proposed amendment to tho Con“ 1 here is the hand of Providence in this,"
stitution of the State to abolish tho contract
Ardelia Emerson did not look like a said old Dr. Curtin. “I will retain this," are represented in the possessions of system in the prisons of tho State.
hardened criminal when she said that, but indicatingthe glass containing the poison. Great Britian.
Indiana elects minor State officers and Congressmen on November2.
the evidence was accumulatingto her ruin. “Make haste and see that the woman fiend
Plant growth is always accompanied Iowa elects minor State officers and CongressI could think only that she was a guilty does not escape.”
by the consumption of food, and in no men on November 2.
woman, and so I left her.
I was too stunned to think or act for
Kansas elects State officers, Legislature, and
Of course there was a post-mortem,and many minutes. The idea that Edna could starved part of a plant can growth take Congressmen on November 2.
it revealed enough arsenic in the dead be guilty of such an awful crime ns murder place by the absorptionof oxygen,
Kentucky elects Congressmen on November 2.
man’s stomach to kill several.
—the victim her own father— had never growth stopping when the plant is deLouisiana elects Congressmen on NovemNo detective was needed in a case of entered my mind. I was scarcely able to prived of this. A pretty way to show ber
2.
this kind; it was all plain sailing, else I credit my senses.
Maine elects Governor,Legislature, and Conthe liberation of carbonic acid as a
might have sent for my old friend Steele
An officer and warrant were unnecessary waste product is by planting different gressmen on September 13.
Maryland elects Congressmen on NovemCraft, of Chicago, who was, aud is, one of in Edna Gooding’s case. She retired to
seeds in wet moss or saw dust on a ber 2.
the keenest detectives in the profession— her own room, swallowedthe contents of a
Massachusettselects State officers, Legislapiece of marble polished by frictionand
afterward I regrettednot doing so.
ture, and Congressmen on November 2.
vial, and was dead. This discoverywas
not
by
the
oxalic
acid
method.
Marble
is
Tho trial came on.
Michigan elects State officers, Legislature,
soon made. A note left behind explained
insoluble in pure water, but soluble in and Congressmen on November 2.
The most important witness was Dr. all:

in

While Quill sat writing at the sick one’s
dictation,I surveyed the room, and the
faces gathered there, the face of the woman in particular.
She was rather pretty, and could not
have lived beyond thirty years, which
would leave her at least three decades behind the Squire in the race of life.
Plainly dressed, even to simplicity,with
subdued gentleness, and
general
sadness of expression incidentupon the
situation,I regarded Mrs. Emerson with
considerable favor. I was soon, however,
to change my opinion.
“I give and bequeath all my real and
personal possessions to Ardelia, my wife,
without any reservationor condition whatsoever.”
The Squire’s deep, low voice, husky from
very weakness, sounded gloomy enough in
that shadowed room.
It was not the sound of that voice, but
the import of the words that caused me to
start and bite my lip.
Less than a year married, with a beautiful daughter living, who had been driven
away from home by a stepmother's unkindness, it seemed hard to cut that only child
off from every part of an estate valued at
over 140,000 at the very least.
It was the old story over again. As a
friend of long standing I ventured a faint
remonstrance.
“Edna cannot have a cent, not a cent,”
articulatedthe old man. “She has defied
me and misused Ardelia.”
I turned to glance at the wife
She stood at the bedside, and taking the
old man’s band, bent low, and while tears
glittered in her eyes, said:
‘'I forgive Edna, John. Surely yon can
do the same,”
Were those tears, that qnaking voice the
arts of a hypocrite? How natural, and yet
my heart was steeled against the young
wife who had, after me, venturedto plead
for an outcast child.
Nothing said affected the sick man.
“Edna shall have nothing,” he said. He
persisted in this; the will was completed,
signed, and sealed,and left in the hand of
lawyer Quill to be opened after the Squire’s
death.
The next night the old man died. I was
with him to the last. His final words were:
“Don’t let them harm Ardelia,”an unnecessary warning, it seemed to me, under
the circumstances.
It was abundantly evident that the artful
Ardelia had complete mastery over the old
Squire, and my heart bled for the alien
Edna, whose light laughter had once resounded through those rooms, and whom
I had always liked in her childhood. Of
late, however, we had not met.
The clock struck four as the old Squire
passed away.
Scarcely had the last breath fluttered
over the fallen lip, when a tall stranger
entered and stood at the bedside.
He had a pleasant, handsome face, was
young, and his bearing denoted him a
professionalman.
“Dr. Geoding.”

“No

the knob, and I

REAPED WHAT THEY SOWED.

Squire.

forth into the cool air. An hour thus, and
then Dr. Curtin put in an appearance, aud
inquired after his patient.

summoned Mrs.

with her.
The doctor passed in and was at the bedside half an hour alone.
It was daybreak when I met the physician
A rose to bloom over the door.
acain, outside of the building. His face
—Vick' t Magazine.
was pale, and he seemed deeply moved.
“It is as I suspected and feared, there
has been foul play,” said Dr. Gooding,
solemnly.
“Foul play?”
BY MORRIS REDWING.
“Yes; the old Squire was murdered!”
I stared at the speaker in blank astonishIt is the story of an unnatural crime that
ment.
I have to tell, but truth, that is stranger
“Say nothing to that woman, ”Dr. Goodthan fiction, is alone my apology for giving
ing proceeded, "or she may take the alarm.
it to the reader.
Squire Emerson was very sick, and his The poor old Squire trusted h,er to his
physician had told him that he was not doom; he has been surely and systematiclong for this world. The sick man at once ally poisoned. I have found arsenic
his medicines sufficient for
summoned a lawyer and two of his friends
to appear at his bedside that he might a wicked purpose. I now have a painful
duty to perform— to search this house for
make his will.
It so happened that I was one of the the drug; it must be concealed somewhere
if not all used.”
friends that came at the old Squire's call.
“Certainly,” consented I, in a maze of
He lay upon his bed, thin and pallid, with
sunken eyes and hollow cheeks. He horror at the doctor’srevelation.
had been such a jolly old fellow, We found ample opportunity to search
so healthy and tough, and portly the house, and in the end we found what
when I saw him, but six months before, was sought for, a package of arsenic,in a
closet of Mrs. Emerson’s room.
the change shocked me deeply.
The evidence was increasing,and soon
The room was small, resembling the
usual sick-room in many particulars— the the truth burst upon me in all its horror.
Immediately after the funeral, before
stand with its innumerable vials, glasses,
aud cups of medicine, the low- drawn the will was rend, Mrs. Emerson was arcurtains,and somber hues, all tended to rested for the murder of her husband. I
remind one of gloom, disease, and death. was present at the time.
Here, on a stormy autumn evening, three
men and a woman were gathered to take
cognizance of the last wishes of the old

i was about to go from the room.
I promised to return soon, and went

moved forward to open the
door. The prostrate man saw tho moveEmerson. She was in deen distress, and ment and cried:
seemed -to lean upon me; I had no trouble
“No, no, in Heavens’ name do not let her
I went at once and
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Gooding. After him I was sworn, and then
Edna. The Squire’s daughter had grown

am guilty. With Dr. Gooding I planned to
put my father out of the way, in order to preto be a most beautiful woman of ‘20, and vent his making a will in her favor— the stepthe story of her ill-treatment at the hands mother whom I hate. The doctor managed to
administerthe fatal drug, and between uh
of her step-mother brought tears to my
both wo fixed the crime on Adelia Emerson.
eyes.
To-day, when about to die, mv husband said he
It will do no good to dwell upon the trial. would confessall, and I trieu to prevent his
Everything went to brand Ardelia Emerson doing so and failed God have mercy, for man
* Edna.
a murderess, and the jury rendered a ver- will
I was stunned for long weeks over the
dict in accordance with the evidence.
The sentence of the Court was a life term awful revelation.Of course Mrs. Emerson
in the State prison. The prisoner did not came out of prison and into possession of
faint, but she was ghostly pale, and tottered the property willed to her by her murdered
a littlens she was led from the room. I husband.
saw her a biief ten minutes before the
Definition of u Ron*.
prisen walls shut her fiom the world forever.
Ex-Senator Charles H. Russell was
“It is hard,” she said, “to endure a living the principal orator at public school No.
death for the sin of another.”
13, South Second and Tenth streets,
What could I say, believing ns I did that where closing exercises were held.
she was a guilty woman?
There was a large attendance,and the
“Why not admit your guilt now, Mrs.
I

not

Emerson—"

am

not guilty, sir,” and there was a
look of reproof in her eyes ns she made
the assertion. At that moment a doubt
entered my mind, but after leaving the
presenee of the prisoner it soon vanished,
One year went by.
Once more I stood nnder the broad roof
of the late Squire's home— “The Maples.”
A new mistress ruled here now— Mrs. Dr.
Gooding, the Edna Emerson of my younger
days. Six months they had been ‘wedded
and were living happily under the old
roof-tree,the vast fortune coming to the
“I

Squire’s only heir after Mrs. Ardelia Emer-

son was removed.
“I am glad to see you so happy, Edna,”
said; “you have witnessed and experienced trouble enough to entitle you to
good fortune now.”
"Indeed, yes,” she said, with her old
sweet smile I remembered so well. “It
was never papa’s doings, and I revere his
memory. That wicked woman exerted a
l

mysteriouspower over him for which

I

could never account.”
“What of her?— is she living?”
“I suppose so. I hear nothing. "
An hour later great commotion prevailed
at The Maples. Dr. Gooding's horse came
home riderless. Ho was a wicked, skittish
beast, aud had destroyedmore than one
vehicle,and now it seemed evident that the
brute had flung his rider, perhaps to death.
Poor Edna! She was stunned by the
sight. Half an hour later the bruised and
crushed form of Dr. Gooding was borne
across the threshold of the house, and
placed on the very bed, in the same room
where the old Squire died, now more than
a year gone.
And Edna, his young wife, knelt weeping at his side.
I summoned n doctor at once. A brief
examination sufficed to show to old Dr.
Curtin that this young brother in medicine

was mortally hurt.
Dr. Gooding writhed under the knowledge. It was his senteuce of death, and he
so young and strong but a short time before.

was terrible.
And Edna seemed to

It

suffer even more than
her dying husband. Such a white, ghastly
look, it was positivelyawful.
“Edna,” I remonstrated, “you must not
kill yourself;permit me to attend the doe-

ex-senator was so loudly applauded
when he arose to speak that lie dropped
at once into his most pleasingvein, and

humorous story of a man who
spoke too frequently and too long at
school commencements, and was thererelated a

fore called a bore.

“Now, children,” asked ex-Senator
is a bore?”

Russell, “what

There was no response.
“It is not possible children," said the
ex-senator, “that you are unable to tell
me what a boro is. Now I see a bright
looking little fellow sittingin that front
row. I am sure he knows. Tell me,
sonny, what is a bore?"
The bright l>oy looked just then a
trifle bewildered, but said nothing,and
Mr. Russell to encourage him, remarked
"Come, my boy, speak up; I know you
can tell me. Now what is a bore?” *
The boy’s face reddened. Ho seemed
anxious to avoid observation as ho
twisted uneasily in his chair, but the
whole school, with parents, friends,
teachers, principal, and distinguished
guests, awaited eagerly and in dead silence his answer. There was no escape
for him, and just ns the long pause was
becoming painful he blurted out
"A saint or!"
Such a shout of laughter was never
before heard in a Brooklyn school building. It was so prolonged that ex-Senator Russell waited three minutes before
attempting to renew bis speech. Then
the audience roared again, and again
the ex-senatorw as compelled to wait
till the laugh roUed by. A few minutes
later, during tho course of his speech
he tried to aim a witty shot at the bov
who had knocked him out, but the audience was in sympathy with the bright
boy, and for the third time the laugh
was against tho ex-senator. Mr. Russell says that he would now rather deliver an address to a hostile political
mob than attempt again to catechise an
:

slightly acidified water,

and the

tiny

growing roots of the seeds, as they
wander over the surface of the marble,
leave an autographbelined in corroded
lines, each peculiarto the plant which

made

it.
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Boots and Shoes Show.

A Spanish shoemaker of a philosophic
turn of mind affirms that men’s characters and dispositions are more acurately read in the way they wear their
boots and slices than in their physiognomy, or even their handwriting.He
says: “Show me the shoes of a man
after he has worn them two months,
and I will analyze for you his character. In your shoes, for instance, I see
a lack of energy, levity, negligence,and
a disposition to evade the fulfilling of
disagreeable duties and obligations.
The even wearing away of the heels
and soles of a pair of shoes shows that
the wearer, if a man, is one of good
businesshabits, energetic,prudent, of
good head, and faithful in the discharge
of his duties. If a woman’s shoes are
so worn, they indicate that she is, or is
capable of being, a good wife and an
excellent mother of a family. If the
outer edges of the sole are worn away
much more than the inner ones, the
wearer has an unstable, fickle character, prone to ingratitude. If the inner
edges are the most worn, it indicates irresolution and weakness in a man, and
modesty in a woman. A few month c
ago a strangerentered my store wearing a pair of shoes that were very much
worn on the outside edges and at the
toes, the latter so badly that they were
quite broken through, while the other
parts of the shoes were almost new.
I took care to watch that man while he
was near my goods, and, when he was
gone, said to my wife, ‘that man is a
thief.’ The very next day he was arrested by the police for robbery."
Tho

:

Fiji*.

A traveler recently returned from the
Islands and who brought with him
the skull and bones of a missionary
friend declares that the Fijians
would again become cannibals
if they had the opportunity. Even now,
he says, one cannot go into the interior
of the island with safety. The Government forbids people to go into the
mountains for fear they will get baked
and eaten. All the clothes the natives
wear is a loin cloth, and the Government encourages tho chiefs in not introducing civilized clothing. The women, though, have some modesty, as is
shown by the fact that only recently
eight of them were sentenced by the
Boko, for some offense, to go nude for
audience of school-boys. "—Brooklyn four months. There is very little eduEagle.
cation among the masses, but the misAlways cut off in its prime— an inter- sionaries have establisheda few schools
est

_

coupon

Fiji

for children.

Minnesota elects State

officers.

Legislature,

and Congressmenon November 2, and votes
upon a proposed amendment to the Constitution
of the State to facilitatetho erection of county
and school buildings.
Mississippielects Congressmen on November 2.
Missouri elects minor State officersand Congressmen on November 2.
Nebraskaelect* State officers,Legislature,
and Congressmen on November 2.
Nevada elects State officers, Legislature, and

Congressmen on November 2.
New Hampshire elects Governor,Legislature,
and Congressmen on November2.
New Jer*ey elects Governor,Legislature, and
Congressmen on November 2.
New York elects a Judge of the Court of Appeals. Assemblymen,and Congressmen on November 2, and votes upon the question of holding a convention to revise the Constitution of
the State.
North Carolina elects Justices of the

Supremo

Court. Legislature and Congressmenon November 2.
Ohio elects minor State officersand Congressmen on November 2.
Oregon elected State officers, Legislature, and
Congressman on June 7.
Pennsylvania elects State officers,Legislature, and Congressman on November 2.
Rhode Island elected State officersand Legislature on April 7, and ratified the proposed
amendmentsto the ConsUtution of tho State,
one of which prohibit* the sale of Intoxicating
liquor, and tho other admits foreign-born Union
ex-soldiers and sailors to citizenship.Elects
Congressmen on November2
South Carolinaelects State officers,Legislature and Congressmen on November2.
Tennessee elects Governor, Legislature,and
Congressmen on November 2.
Texas elects State officers, Legislatureand
Congressmen on November 2.
Vermont elects State officers, Legislatureand
Congressmen on September 7 .
Virginia elects Congressmen on November 2.
West Virginiaelects Legislature and Congressmen on November2.
Wisconsin elects State officers, Legislature
and Congressmen on November 2.

REJECTED.
List of the President'sNominees Which
the Senate Refused to Confirm.

Following are the norqinations sent to
the Senate by the President, and by that
body rejected,daring the recent session of
Congress:
Clinton Rosette, Postmaster,De Kalb, Ind.
C. W. Button,Postmaster,Lynchburg, Va.
E. M. Kinman, Postmaster, Jacksonville, HI.
G. W. Bell, Postmaster,Webster City. HI.

George Wise, Postmaster,Hamburg, Iowa.
H. H. Porter. Postmaster,Dowsgiac, Mich.
G. P. Sanford, Postmaster,Lansing,Mich.
J. C. Wise, Postmaster,Mankato, Minn.
A. B. Keith, Postmaster, Denison, Iowa.
Harry Hill, Postmaster,CorkhiU, N. Y.
Andrew Shanahan, Postmaster, Rockland,.
Mass.
Abraham Rose, Postmaster,Vinton, Iowa.
John Goode, SolicitorGeneral.
John C. Shields, Chief Justice of Arizona.
C. R. Pollard, Associate Justice of Montana.
R. S. Dement, Surveyor General of Utah.
P. 8. Wilson, Asiayer at Denver.
J. H. Freeman, United States Marshal, Western District of Tennessee.
C. N. Chase, Collector of Internal Revenue
lor Maine.
E. T. PiUsbury, CoUectorof Internal Revenue,
Third District of Mlssachusetts.
Thomas Hanlon, Collector of IntenjU Revenue, Seventh District of Indiana,
W. L. Bancroft, Collector of Customs, District of Huron, Michigan.
Adelard Guernon, CoUector of Customs, District of Minnesota.
C. H. Potter, Indian Agent, Omaha and Winnebago Agency.
F. w. Beane, Register of the Land Office at.
Oxford, Idaho.
J. C. Matthews, Recorder of Deeds, District
of Columbia.
Second Lieutenant J.F. McBlaln, to be First
Lieutenant i

THE HISTOBY OF ICE-CREAM.
Northern Pennsylvania.

FIr»t Discovered In

There is considerable difference between the ice-oream of the present day
and that which would have been eaten
by the pilgrim fathers, had they had
any, as the art of making the cooling
and refreshing dish has made a surprising advancement since the early
days of its manufacture. Ice-cream,
so the history of it goes, is not an invention, but a discovery,like many of
the beat things which have fallen to the
use of man ; afc, strange to say, it was
discovered almost simultaneously with
the discovery of this great continent,
and stranger still, it was made by an
Indian woman of one of the tribes in
Northern Pennsylvania. The aborigines in that part of the State used
the milk of the cow elk, and they kept
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baker’s apprenticewas put in those touring of whip., and a large whip" 15c.
FACE, HANDS, FEET,
days was beating up ice-cream with a factory is the outgrowth of Mr. Warud ill th.lr ImptrlKiloni,ImIuUdi K*cUL
reu’s discovery. The plumage of
buchu-paiba.
woqden paddle. The ice-cream season
^^'‘“^“^A^^M^r^hling.Irritahad no pleasures for him, for he spent leathers is used for making a very good
8o»r»,Pittingand th.lrtmtowaL
lor. ft
quality of mattresses,and the pith, behis days, and frequently his nights,
ing shown by analysis to be rich in niagitating the frozen sweetness with his
wooden paddle, while his companions, trogen, is used as a fertilizer. About I Plcar8 ont rata» n,ico, roaches, flie
rNTinVvTa
300 jobbing houses handle their goods. I bug9’ vermin» water-hugs,skunks. ’ 15c.
for each lisuo
with their girls, helped to eat the fruit
It. One whole gp 1" de.
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of his labors.
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quills and 125 miles of thread daily:—
dish increased the old paddle method
The Current.
The Frazor Axle Grease is the very boat. sttnipHfor a aainplo copy of the liest Family Story
was found to be too slow, and machinA trial will prove wo uro right.
ery was devised by which the work
A Healthy Body ami a Clear Mind.
AJdrc“
could be done by steam, water, and
If indigestion, constipationand biliousness
No Rope to Cut Off Horses’ Manes.
horse power, and now the beaters re- torment the body, the bead cannot bo clear.
II A I/I E it
and BHIDI.B Combined, can
volve within the closed can while re- These disorders react upon the brain most hurtnot be Slipped by any horse. Sample
volving blades cut the frozen cream fully,and produce a cloudiness in the organ of
Halter to any part of U. 8. free.ou
tecclptofll.Bold by all Sadolery,
from the sides of the vessel.
thought not experienced by a healthy man.
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casings, as

Chicago ledger

it

manu-

n

the

!

:

'

oiVM

f

ft

the idea that a a<)ldi«rwaa a

lurid picture in whit
Impoaalble battlearene*and high oolora are the prt
» ipai features. ThJa one is neat and appropriate,
f
jilcturea
___________
natures of the Get
Qonerala
and Lincoln __
accurate.I
the whole vinnj,
effectploaaiiur
ploaaiug BOU
aiul HU
aatix factory.
_
certainly meet with great favor
----- and
idalirgeaale.
__

___

_

B
8. B. Daboll.
Commander PoatlM,Bt. Johns, Mich.
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in

fell entirely into

ALLIMBECR,

II1SSSSS

,

PATENTSDO

C

w

ODPOrtUDl^p^Mth«mbZ:

sgasassss

with

quantity.The trade

AWAY

Before October 1, 1886.

revolvingknives then divides the quills UT .
halves. Rapidly revolving
science nothing can he permanently
per oilers then remove the pith. The
. t.hnt wbilh is ime.'
quills are then passed to an ingeniouslyI W0U d 8eem 0 6lmt out 010 lawyws.
TIIIN 1,EOPI v
quite a custom. When sugar was constructed system of interlocking
u
,
3
brought among them, the Indians took knives, wmch reduces them to
These Ahern uta
. "e118 Health Ronowor" restores health, and
to sweetening their frozen milk. The xnese nuers are then fed to a machine vigor, cureaDyspopBia.Malnrla.ImiKJtonce.Norvwhite settlers took to the new dish, and Which twists them into a fine cord 0U8 I)ebiIit.v- Consumption, Wasting Diseases, P C f? *H a .dar* samples worth |IA0. FREE.
Sfcs) {> 9 .not "Pdw the horse's (eet. Address
the avidity with which it was consumed wrapped with thread. Another ma- Dodino- it baa cured thousands,win cure you. JMFvJ Brewster a Safety Hein Holder, Holly, Mich
heart pains.
led to the regular establishment of it chine wraps four of these cords
thread and forms them into a flat tape. Palpitation.DropeicalHwcllingH.Dizziness.Inamong the trade.
The primitivemethod of making ice- A sewing machine places a row of stitch- £IKe8tlon. Headache. Ague, Liver and Kidney
cream by the confectionerof the revolureading a FIllHTtionary days was vastly differentfrom
elasticity,and the whole in than
1’HEsekver.
onf£’«ibS5?M
for
lkMVkk!
only
8 1.50 per year. Your Poatmaater Is ageut for
the way it is made now. First the
sweetened milk was simply congealed
and then broken up with a ladle. Then
it was found that cream alone made a
better dish, and also that an egg or two
m Patent Metallic Stiffenerspro- 1 t^a^TaDe^
wVnVi'T^ iiffth ti,rr,,vni„
added to its richness and body, and \wll retain its strength and elasticity.
that if the air was beaten into it the

cream increased nearly twice

—

BE

druggists.

’

found it good, and she took to freezing
it regularly,until her red-skinned lord
made a vigorous kick on the extravagance of her using up all the milk, but
every time the buck went on a hunting
trip she had her frozen milk, which
was the real predecessor of ice-cream,
a ad many of the squaws of her tribe
followed her example, until it became

WILL

GIVEN

Thr play’s the thing
Wherein 111 reach th

“ Featherbone.”

vent “Featherbone,” a substituteprepared from the quills of geese and
J
turkeys. The factory is located at
Three Oaks, Mich., and, in the short
A man of philosophicaltemperament.ospace of two years, the enterprise has
grown to a large industry. As the dis- sembles n cucumber— for although be may
be completely cut up he still remains cool.
their milk in jugs hewn out of 'stone. covery brought to existence a new substance,
it
became
necessary
to
invent
The milk frequently froze, and was
required in
its manuiacture.
manufacture. I to 1110 curative power o?AyeFs AgueCum6^
J ioqiurou
m 118
^
but machinery
and 1 iiese operations have passed the

.......

50,000

PhTmyback

oX‘5‘ouWZ?pu(£

Hotel, opposite that detdliest and most feared of diseases in this
country,can assuredlybe conquered and de-

LOnD4THOMK,

|

OLD SOLDIERS

.

ornamant to hiN homo and one that hit childrenand
Youra,

etc.

hikam Muipht.
Grand Army.

P. P. C.

Celebrated

Thousands are engaged in the making while it regulatesthe organs of digestion, assimilation and bilious secretion.It expels the
of the diderent appliancesfor its man- morbid
humors which poison the system
ufacture; thousands more are employ- through the liowols and urinary passages, and
ed exclusively in the making of it, aiid exerts a powerfulinvigorating influence as well.
Its catharticaction is never irritating,violent,
thousands are indirectly supplied with or painful, hut even, natural,and progressive.
an appetizer and sleep promoter, the Bitters
work through it. Even doctors and As
r nnri viiIikI
o
i..
- *
lawyers owe many a fee to it— the doc- is unrivaled : it mitigates the infirmitiesof ago,
tors earning theirs in prescribing for

•

i

i.

#

v.

..

-

_

physique.

PURELY VEGETABLE.

"hi ”

It will cure all Diseasea caused by derangement of the Liver.

SYMPTOMS
teror
The

—

of LIver£oml»laintaro
Liver Complaint are aa hitbitor had taste in thn inmith nnin <n ttw.

...

<r

*

Midsfmm the •Ironi.'Ml tlutlc •nbitan^e in Niture’i reilm,
”*•; ycitM. The hell rlulle ls>neIn th* world Ur I)r*>iM,
W iliti, and CnrMU. The only Drm Stiffener tullihl* fur mmmer
w*«r. l,erj»|.lr»ll..nm.l Inunderfnir
d<*« not Injure It. Mad* la
whit* and ill odor*. Udln ire delightedwith It. Kur ul«
everywhere, M wholntle
retnll. Semiile,tree. Addreu
EKATHERIIONK CO., Tl.ree Oik.! Ml.b.
MENTION THIS PAPER whih wan,,, to jor.in.iti.

F

It. ’ ^

md

WARUKN

uppiMue; oowels alter-

to frocuro one. f remain yours in

Lieutenant and AdJutMt^JJt^nJif'Jto',9L
Department of Michigan,G. A.

F^rst

aour stomach; loss of appetite;bowels altercolic brought on by overindulgence in enfeebled
I natelyZiatolvcostive
COHtiVI* and
Rllll1n.Y
ssoliM* lossof
»aa s\f mem•%«
lax ; headaelie;
’fissKisim"
it, and the lawyers getting, if not earnory, with a painful sensation of having failed to
RcljjB of English Parties.
iail. Htmvrll A Co»
do somethingwhich ought to have been done deing, theirs by means.of suits for breach
....... m—mmm -- rlcstowu.MaM.
bility; low spirits a thick,yellow appearanceof
I ho following shows the political
of promise made over the love-inspirthe skin and eyes ; a dry cough, often mistaken
ing and seductive dish.— Philadelphia ropresentation in the British Parlia- for consumption. Simmons Liver Regulatorhas IF
been
tho moans of restoring more poonle to
ment since 1832, the date of the first
News.
health and happiness by giving them a
things you never knew or thought
reform bill
healthy Liver than any other agency known ^ a’y)“t,t,ie human body and its curious orgaus.
A Low Fellow.
Now life it perpetuated,health laved, dltea/e induced
Number of on earth.
I
members.
No attempt is made to hunt up out-of-the-way How to avoid pitfaUs of ignorance and indiscretion,
Adolphus— I say, Weginald, I saw
How to apply Home-Cure to aU forme of disease.
j Liberals ...........
1832
479 or unknown places to find names to indorse this
you talking to that dweadful cad De
'"I Conservatives .....
179 modicino. It is recommendedby
3,-3 Hon Alex. H. Stephens, Hon. B. H. Hill,
........
Smith yesterday.Don’t do it again, 1835....|£,burttl8VlI CoiiEervatlveb.....
275 lit Rev. Jno \Y .Beckwith, Hon. J. C. Breckenridge,
chappie; the lellah is a low chap, ye 1837 liberals ...........
Bishop of Georgia, IVof. David Willis, D d!,
319
If

;

;

—

KNOW

you WANT TO

t>
:

Vac
i«ar. art}-.

know.

’"'I Conservatives

Reginald— Bless me, I thought the
fellah was a decent soht, ye know.
Adolphus— Oh, deah, ‘no! Why, I

saw him down the stweet the othaw
day carwying a bundle— actually a
bundle

!

Reginald— The vulgah bwute

\—The

Rambler.

1311

.....

.

Liberals ...........
I Conservatives .....
J Liberals ...........
'“I Conservatives .....
liberals ...........
'" Conservatives .....
1857.. Liberals ...........
I Conservatives .....
1859....1 Hiberais ...........
j Conservatives .....
t

.

309
28J

329
327
323
. 321
. 373
. 281
. 347
. 307
360
.
.
.

185°

(

.(

18C5....H;iberal9 ...........
I Conservatives .....
J Liberals ...........
‘ I Conservatives!....
i Liberals ...........
1874. ... 7 Conservatives ......

, 29

The farms of America equal the 1S68

8

382
278
249
352
51
350
238
64
335
249
80

entire territoryof the United Kingdom, France, Belgium, Germany, Ausf Home-Rulers .......
tria, Hungary, and Portugal. The
Liberals ...........
com fields equal the extent of England, 1880. / Conservatives ......
/ Home-Rulers .......
Scotland, and Belgium, while the grain
Liberals ............
1885.
Conservatives ......
fields generally would overlap Spain.
Home-Rulers
.......
_
_
The cotton fields cover an area larger
than Holland and twice as large as
In the German army, salicylic suet
Belgium. The rice fields,sugar and is now used universallyfor foot-sores,
tobacco plantations would also form sores from riding, etc., and Is found
kingdoms of no insignificant size, and much more satisfactorythan the salisuch is the stage of advancement cylic powder which was formerly emreached by American agriculturists that ployed. The salicylic suet is composit is estimated that one farmer like Mr.
ed of five parts of pure salicylic suet
Dalrymple,with a field of wheat cover- and ninety-eightparts of the best muting a hundred square miles, can raise ton suet.
as much grain with 400 farm servants
The “Favorite Proscription” of Dr. Pierce
as 5,000 peasant proprietorsin France.
cures female weakness’’and kindred affec(

.

.

__

The Roman ladies used a paste

_

tions. By druggists.

Among

8

ner. of (ieorgia,

¥£ **-

J.

Edgar

Thompson, And

SUNS
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Llfflll

hundredsof others.

raiiHipii
MBiwy

Hill

Pub. Cu„

BEGEM

uxurn.

AN INVALUABLE KEMEDY

Bound Dollar

an

tion to that great 8-page,48-col, 16-year-oldI case

bound

in

cloth) are:

'

Cyclopedia, Counselor,

Farm Cyclopedia,Boys’ Useful Pastimes,
Farmers'
and Stock- Five
Years Before the
e\vm
Ur
A

_

__

i

____

i

3

PIlEPAP.EDONLY BY

J.

H.

ZEILIN

& CO.

Manufacturing Chemists, Philadelphia,Pa.

Price, 81.QO. Sold by all DruggiaU.

Know.
Any

«stor.
Rochester.N

Y

THE CHICAGO LEDGER,

cup

In the

HL

a

TBCMCa,

A BHa of Boauty is a Joy Forrvor.
re - , , DT- T- FELIX QOURAUtTB
Oriental Cream or Magical Beautifier
•=

Removes Tan,
Pimples, Freckles, Moth-pat-

ste’ss.sj
isnd every bio'miah on l>eauty. and defies

^RAMPJ*

detection.It
has stood the Dlt.
teat of thirty -years,

and

is

TREATED FREE.
GJ?EErr & SOWS,

so

harmltes we

taste it to be
sure the preparation ia properly made. Ac- P^tlciM?®®18 DroIlounc8d h°I>oIeM by
cept no counterfeit of simiMT name. The

«diarrB

wUmmr

thebMtof

diatiaphhed

SsS
ir-sESSw-wS8SB

nber°of timet,"

HAYlNij'A'BOTrl^'Qp

SSSi-ohg8”

wn°it.i">..Sn«S%%5iS°rd£ S jJkkVs * honh^.T.^ »
------ - ----------- ----- Oft Jones Avenue, Atlanta, (la.
-
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practice I have had entirs

-----

E/j

Louisville, Ky."

The Best

n

FTflEBKAVD

!RM">

Fob dyspepsia, indigestion, depression of
and general dibililyin their various

s^ssMsa

a11 drugRisi8, is the best tonic,and for patients
(Doth
recoveringfrom fever and other sickness it
«... _____
.11
___ _ , has no equal
one book and paper one year, all post-

sides).

R Parsons,Mayor of RochSamples, 2a Rural Home Co, Ltd,,

bal

have u“od and Pro9cribed hundreds
bottles since the days of my army practice

-

«renos: Horn G.

ruii Fiiapo.wivn otlK*

1

Popular His. Civil War

paid, for $1,151 Satisfaction guaranteed. Ref-

n?mtny ereVlir*UM ,i,vo ^,d®n aurprised to see the

ecureir nay »no nurni. ano a radicalcure
8t
certain. It la caay, durableand cheap. Heat
by mall. Clrculant free. _____ KOUUSTOS
dilute,111.

W

u

Cyclopedia, Universal History of Caswifllfcaf?^1^11'v Ca]:8^a’” ™ad0 hy
Wbat Every One Should All Nations, Ca*Jro11. Hazard A Ca, Now lork, and sold by
World

York.

Chicago,

(1863), when I was surgeon of Hospital No. 7,

Law Without Lawyers, Danelson’s (Medical)
Family

A
throughout my

pages.
of

inches, from SCO to 900 pages,

(all 5x7

Bev

’

every week by contributions from old sohj 're of
°Mtfndt ^°nMderataarmies,givingtrue' 1»

SS^r|uSLUlSKArs^,:,g^£,,•

Cough Balsam called DR WM. HALL’S BADevery #1 subscrip-SAM
bam FOR
fur THE LUNGS, and in
in almost every
pa

weekly
Weekly

is

body while the

by the Rochester (N. Y.)

American Rural Home for

20 B. 2SUi st„

0

i*oS%a

OMJOJIAYSS
IBB" THIStrial;
NEW

flays: “For several years I have been using a

Volumes given away

1

,olt3l0rM “'x'Ut the Record

The Testimonyof a Physician.
James Beecher, M. D., of Sigourney,Iowa,

trike."

the 150 kinds of Cloth

Senator,

d

•«-LAlffl3'6F2!!5-KiN0‘

of

The differencebetween a lawyer hying a
bean meal and rice to take out the wrinkles and give a clear tint and smooth- case and a cat is that one is lying for a fee
and ihe other is feline.
ness to the skin.
•*A Great

_

. 3<S8

1817

.

Gen. Jno. B. Gordon. U. 8. Chief Justice Hiram War-

"

21 months' treatment for 5uo. Piso’s
edy for Catarrh. Sold by druggists.

Rem-

falerproof
8UCUB

la

vamnUd

wPl

i

Mi a

_

Coat
_

_

WSSS/SatW
tad
Ua

Ererarq efbattonoM. Voee
j
ftiuinawlUtoat
llhutiaUd Catalofaa free. iu J.Ti

coal,

f^ra^i^jKaZ^

ri:lS‘A-5AF£'^PEEtJl'

MWui

CATARRH
retnadyto cure the worst cum. Beceaaa othara here
failedIt no rtuon far not now rocolvinr a care. Send at
treat u and a free Bottle of my InfoUlble
« reuf P.rHV
*
,,0,t Offlc0- 11 sotte jo.
a trial, and I will cart you.

cnee for a
MhtJiw
f
nuthliig for

I

Addreu Dr.

i

II. O.

BOOT, in Patrl Bt.

JtewToA

C.N.D.

No. 34-«0
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[OmCUL.l

Common

Connoll.

We Have Moved

Holland, Mich., Ang. 7, 1$86.
The Common Council tnei in regular ?e#«ion
and wae called to oruer by the Mayor.
Prefect: Mayor McBride.Aid. Banna, De Mcrell,
De Roo. Bteketee, Bertschand the Clerk.
Minnies of the last meeting were read and ap-

to our

CASTOR

proved.

Mr. Anton Self petitioned for permissionto
place bnildine material on the street in front of
lota 9 and 10 block D, weft addition.—Granted anl*
ject to ordinances.
P. 4 J. Koning, contractors for the gradinc and
graveling of West Twelfth Street, Special Street
Aaseffroent District, petitioned that the time fur
completing the grading of said street districtbe
extended to August 28th, 1886.— Granted.

(<CMtoria is so wen adapted to ehOdreathat
recoznmendit m superior to any prescription
known lo me.” H. a. A»chi*,M.D.,

W

WitiSStajurious

Bo. Ozfort 8t, Brooklyn, h. Y.

the erection and furnishing of all materials far
that the long joistsrequired be purchased by the cl:y and furnished to the contractors
at cost price. Respectfully submitted, O. J. De
Roo, D. Bertsch, E. J. Harrington. Committee
Report and Plans adopted and recommendations
to be carried out.
for

Otto Breyman

THAN EVER BEFORE!

Lid,
Jewelry, Welches,

DIAMONDS,

We

Silver

New

1886. 19-tf.

fllpiais

For your

^

sonable Prices.
D(
To prove ihe quality of these Paints, we would
stale that the paint put on buildings
four years ago has given

on band a large assortment of

We

O.

Holland, Mich., May

peeling,

its

fJhe p!ie?,8e?uthere,n described, to pay
i AnH ^h8®,^ w.i,hJnteree’ 'hereon at legal
C/0ft ,and ch*rf?es °f vendue and sale.
w1. nejYee iD p.cch CMe provided by law,
public vendue to the highest bidder on 1

Tuesday, the twenty-eighthday of
September, 1886,
one o’clock in the afternoon of that day at the
front door of the Court Honse in the City of Grand
Haven, Ottawa County. Michigan,that being the
place of holding the Circuit Court of said Ottawa
County,Michigan. The land aud premisesto be
sold are described in said mortgageas follows, toat

CROWDING TNE PAINT TRADE,
Do not forget that we still have
a Stock of

as

complete

w.l^.All.LhalrnCerla,PPleceorP“rcel of land sitnated In the Township of Holland, in the County
of Ottawa and btate oiMlcbfgan,and described as
fo ows, to-wit : One-ha.f acre of land bounded as
follows to-wit: Commenclag on the quarter
line, 42 rods east of the northwestcorner of the
northwest quarter of southeast quarter of section
four, in Township Five, north of range sixteen
w-est, thence south ten rods, then east eight rods,
then north ten rods, then west eight rods to the
being lor a church
*Ite of the Wesleyan Methodist Church of Ventura, In the Township of Holland, County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,and the same being
the site upon which the church edificehas been
erected.
Dated, Holland, Mich., July 1, 1886.

DRUGS and MEDICINES

„

BREYMAN.

12,

at

While w* are at present

A?

1884.

is

kept In the city, and sell them at prices
to

suit the.times.

KREMERS & BANGS,

(Central Drug Store
Holland, Mich., May 7th, 1886.

Yan Pollen & Sons

Boo—
Have on baud

SATISFACTION. Lwt m

have not had one complaint of
cracking or chalking off.

trouble to show Goods.

G.

Old Stove.

s

lot*

-

Dry Goods,

Will supply

0ff.

RUNNINGS

>THE LIGHT

their Spring Slock ofj

- *

Dress Goods,

Mortgagee.

Attorney for

22-13t.

Woolens & Cottons,

Tnis Witt. Us!

Table Linens,

Fire Backs
To

lit

every kind of a stove

and put them in at very

and Towels.

low figures.

Hosiery and Underwear.

E. HEROLfl'S

Buttons, Embroideries,Laces

Honest Goods

Geo. H. Sipp. City Cie:
the highest authorityfor' the

New

Spring Styles of Hats

HAS NO

lions between the steamers pyiog on
the oflensiveside

C.

& W. M.

will

A Full Stock

of Groceries.

run a spur track from

G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

The

arrange-

ment perfectedwould secure the transportation of passengers from this city to
the Beach in one hour. A steamboatwill
be retained so that excursionson Black
Lake and Lake Michigan may

-

Honest Prices!

Made

Net Hons Seiiii

Holland, Mich., April 10, 1880.

BEST

Co.

-ORANGE, MASS.—

land to Ottawa Beach and bulla a station
house at the latter place.

EQUAL

at

PERFECT SATISFACTION

of the controversy, the

the Muskegon branch of its road at Hol-

-

SEWING-MACHINE

statement that, if the disagreeable rela

Black Lake arc not speedily terminated by

SMO

SHOE A-

$1000
IF

forfeit

Atlanta,

Ga,

in the city, always on hand.

Dallas,

Tex.

Has a large numbei' of

San Francisco, Cal.

*l*T.Tr«-V

Repairing promptly and

NOT HAVANA FILLER.

Meyer, Brouwer

be enjoyed.

DEALERS

neatly done.

fi Co.
NO.

IN

would be to develope the laud on the

Furniture, Wall Paper,

north side of Black Lake.—fttorv/m-

CARPETS. ETC.

JJerald

Holland,

40,

EIGHTH STREET.

- -

E.
Holland, Mich., March

Michigan.

JUST LOOK THESE OVER,

LOeMERELL,

Don’t Experiment.

—

For sale by Yates Jb

Kane.

VQSL a CnPHTTM.

Saved His Life,

1880.

Manufacturesaud

sells

the

will sell cheap.

BEST WAGONS

AND

BDGG1ES.

It.

!!,

I

have reccutly commenced the manufacture of

Addrew BASGHART BROS, Sola AgtnU,

18* Fifth Awenue,

•

ZUDT^XXj

CHICAGO.
All kinds of Building

jA-V

made

H. WALSH’S.

Work Platform, Combination &

to order.

BILLY'S

kinds neatly executed,

have on hand a lagre assortment of

BUO-O-IBS

All

A Good Clean Shaye.

Work Warranted to

Which

Shampoo.

!

I
R. N.De

Holland. Mich., Aug.

28,

MERELL,

1888.

80-l.v

Second-Hand Goods
v

.

.

I will dispose of at the lowest possible
figures.

give Satisfaction.

Mr. D. I. Wilcoxson, of Howe Cave'
A Scientific Haircut, or
Kv., says he was, for many years, badly
afflicted with Phthisic, also Diabetes;the
Invigorating
pains were almost unendurableand would
at any time.
sometimes almost throw him into convulsions. lie tried Electric Bitters and got
HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.
relief from first bottie and after taking six
bottles, was entirely cured, and had
gained in flesh eighteen pounds. Says he Ladles hair cleaned and dressed in the latest
fashion.
positively believes he would have died,
had it not been for tbe relief afforded by
Electric Bitters. Sold at fifty cents a FIRST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE
W. BAVMGARTEL.
bottle by Yates & Kane.
Holland, Mich.. March 19. 1588.

Bargains.

To which I Invite the attention of all who desire
a light and dnrable wagon.

I

TONSORIAL PARLORS
you can get a

And Secure

Express Wagons,

Cemetery Work.
of all

Catarrh cared, health and sweet breath secured
Shllob s Catarrh Remedy. Price 5u cents
Masai Injector free.

by

20.

Which he

Thli Cigar will arore a* rrprt traUd and will b« oteoiraly adrmUed in trny town for lira dealer* who will
appreciateIte mcrlu and posh it aooordlncl;.

O ly

J

J.

MONUMENTS,

A GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE

HEROLD.

—

GRANITE AND MARGIE

This never fails. Sold by Kremers &
Bangs, Drogglsts, Holland, Mich.

dealer In

Second-Hand

FLIEMAN STOVES

50-6m

Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
every kind cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other

R Bosman

30 Union Square,H.Y. Chicago,III St. bull, Mo.

The Influence of such a move on Holland

You cannot afford to waste time In experimentingwhen your lungs are in danger. Consumption always seems at first
only a cold. Do not permit any dealer to
Impose upon you with some cheap imitation of Dr. King’s New Discovery for
consumption, coughs and colds, but be
sure you get the genuine. Because he
can make more profit he may tell you he
has something just as good, or just the
same. Don’t be deceived, but insist upon
getting Dr. King’s New Discovery which
s guaranteed to give relief in all throat,
lung and chest affections. Trial bottles
free at Yates & Kane’s drug itore.

‘rn "0Uj> y winner

and White Goods.

Connell adjourned.

is

Bosman

A. B.

city

There

Stove

hriP r8t We,!,eyan Chnrch of Ventura.
cloPPer, and recordedin the office
OI ^eed® forjhe bounty of Ottawa.
State of "Ichican,on the 24th day of May, 1886

BUY THE

Watches at Rea-

moneys.
All the Goods are warranted
The following bills having been approved by the
Board of Water Commissioners were certifiedto
to be just as represented.
the Common Council for payment,viz: R. Ooet<ma, sand pnmping ont stand pipe in well. $1 80;
I am preparedto do repairirg and en
J. Beakcma, helping Oostema, $1.00; R. Earners
graving promptly and in tbe best manner
& Son*, me of Hydraulicjetting machine tools,
three men, etc., $82.00.— Allowed and warrants
Come and examine our stock. No

Jtmhed, That the owners and occupants of the
and premisesabutting on Twelfth street, between Maple street and the present western terminus of the sidewalk on said Twelfth street, be
allowed to reduce the width of their sidewalk
from seven to six feet.— Adopted.

9,

m M rhLft

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

By Aid. De Merell—

Will give yon a

Mortgage Sale.

Cools,

and a

amounts.

Holland.Mich., June

make prices on Oils

will

SPECTACLES ENTIRE

ordered issued on the city treasurerfor the several

Moo

Lari ail

that will astonish you.
Fhtdwre, ml fmer

Siltemre,

Aid. Harrington moved that the report be accepted and placed on file, the moneys charged to
the cltr treasurer,and inch sidewalksas are de- I also keep
scribed Id said report and have not been paid for
be reported by the clerk to the Board «f Assessors
of the city of Holland for special assessment.—

mains, $8.80; from water rent, $9. 00.-$17.50.—Accepted, filed and treasurercharged with the

BUSMAN

VAN DUREN BROS.,

OILS.

r/iAi^ioisrr) riistos

Adopted.
The Marshalreported the collectionof the following Water Fund monevs, viz: from tapping of

A. B.

The Popular Boot aod Shoe Dealers.

ever displayed in ibis city.

On motion of Aid. Harrington the reports of the
Surveyor and City Clerk on gradingpart of
Cedar street was taken up.— Adopted.
On motion of Aid. Harrington—
ffMu/tvd That this matter be made the special
order for next Tuesday evening and that when the
council adjourns it adjourn to Tuesday,
, 7:30p. m.,
August 5Mth, 1886.— Adopted.
Aid. Harrington moved that Aid. Dc Koo and
Bertsch purchase the long Joists needed for the
new bailning.— Adopted.

Ladles' <S Gents’ Shoes.

-dealerin-

The largest assortment of

sidewalks repaired snd the collectionof $45.40 cents for repair
of sidewalks.

Jktobtd, That in advertising for proposal* for
construction and furnishing of materia! for new
Engine Honse said advert! sment shall reserve to
the City of Holland the right to reject any and all
bids, and state that plans and specifications
can be
seen at the office of the City Clerk and that sealed
bids marked ‘‘Proposal for Engine House” be
filed with the Clerk, giving names of suretiesproposed, and that said bids shall be opened on September 7th at 7:80 p. m. That the contractor
ball be required to give a bond to the City of Holland in the sum of 84,000 with two suretiesfor the
faithful performanceof the work.— Adopted.

;

Our Prices.

- Gold and

By Aid. De

an especially large aud stylish Hue of

Call and See Us and Learn

same. A'so

of

TH4.T

ETC. ETC.

Tai Centaur Coepant, 182 Fulton Street, N. Y.

The following bills were presented for payment:
J. Van Dyk, lumber as per contract. i2v8.25; H.
8. Woodruff,building sidewalks. $9.28; Diebold
Safe Co., 1 No. SS lire proof safe. $164.14; Holland
City News, printing, $33.10; Peter Prlns, paid
eleven poor orders, $22.00.—Approved and warrants ordered issued on the city treasurer for the
several amounts.
The Committee on Poor reported presenting the
semi-monthlyreport of the director of the poor
and said committee, recommending $34.80 for the
support of the poor for the three weeks ending
September8tb, 1886, and having rendered temporary aid to tne amount of $4.00.— Approved and
warrants ordered it sued for the severalamounts as
recommended.
Gehtwiiwt:— Your Committeeon Public
Buildlngi and Propertypresent to you herewith
plans for Engine Home for yonr consideration
and if said plans are adopted recommend
that the Clark be directed to advertise for two
weeks in the Holland City News for proposals

The Marshalreported a number

Boots, Shoes,

Caatorla cures Oolle, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes di-

I

Store two doors west of the

to our stock of

and Children.

for Infanta

WilliamH. Finch and fourteen other petitioned
that the owners and occupants of the lots and
premise! along the south side of Twelfth street
irom First Avenue,west to the 8. 0. & W. A.
Agricultural Society grounds be required to constructand maintain sidewalks in said street adjacent to and abutting upon their several lots and
premisM.— Granted.

A

I

New

Post Office,where we have added

Of every description

am making

ALL KINDS OF OARS

bought and sold by

They cannot be beat, and I make anythingin tbe
hardwood line.

Greatest Inducements ever of.
fered.Now’s your time to get np
order* for our celebratedTea*
and Colleen,and eocnre a beanttfdl Gold BandorMoeBRoee
—
Tea Bet, or Handsome
Gold Band ______
[oaa Rose Pinner Set, or Gold ’

r

__

Doc<’rat.>dToil«t Hot.

..weSp**

..Jcniar*

ndi

__

Carriage

and Wagon

Painting

Call and See Me before Purchasing Elseivhere,
J. FLIEMAN,
Holland, Mich. March

18,

1686.

A. B.

Bosnian

